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Introduction
I’m told the brand new “euro” paper-money is 15 to 30% “golden” or “gold-backed.”) But
what does this mean? Exactly how much gold is in a euro, anyway? Or how many golden grains
“back” each euro? (Or are these questions and answers to be “state secrets”—like the ownership
of the new European “central bank” and their annual profits?)
But one thing is deductible: If this brand-new “euro” is really 15 to 30% “golden,” then by
simple subtraction it is really 70 to 85% pure-paper or token-money. (For “token” means not gold
or silver.) And because it is 100% “irredeemable” or unconvertible (into gold), therefore it is 100%
token or paper-money.
But is it a debt- or a debt-free token money? It is loaned or spent into existence or
circulation? That is the question?
Note, dear European, how “your” “central” bankster (or rather his “central” mouthpiece)
never answers this question, and perhaps even pretends not to understand it. And so perhaps I’m
not being clear enough for any such official to publicly continue to pretend not to understand
such a simple question.
And I understand this new “euro” is irredeemably “golden.”
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But how can any money be “irredeemably golden”? How can anything be golden and yet not
golden? Or how can water not be wet? It clearly can’t. “Irredeemable” paper-money is merely
paper-money? But it is debt- or debt-free paper-money? That remains the question, which I shall
attempt to answer.
* * * * *
As aforesaid, “precious” metals are scarce, and hard to find (“prospect” or mine), and
therefore expensive to buy to make “specie” coins. But base metals are plentiful and therefore
cheap—again according to the natural “law” of supply and demand. And paper is the cheapest of
all token-money.
(Now I myself possess plenty of paper, but little to no paper-money. Why is that, dear
reader? Is it not because I lack the royal or kingly power to coin or print money?—a royal power
now possessed by “central banking” corporations, which are therefore our current national
crowns and thrones, “royal” scepters and seals, and whose anonymous and unliable corporate
owners are therefore our current kings, royal families and dynasties.
But for how much longer shall “we the people” be thus subjected by the currently reigning
imperial, super-national or SuperNazi “beast,” and to its/their “mark of the beast” or monopolymoney? (Apo./Rev. 13:11-18)
* * *
Meyer Amschel Bauer (1743—1812), a.k.a. Rothschild (“Red Shield”), was a patriarchal
demon seed of an anti-Christ or “jewish” breed of SuperNazi war-mongers, subversives,
revolutionaries, mass-murderers, assassins, regicides and usurpers of Gentile kings and their
heirs. And hence the dark and super-nasty reign of “Rothschilds” fell over Europe, Amerika and
elsewhere: corporate family dynasties of money-creating, anti-Christian “jewish” bankster-kings,
anonymously and irresponsibly concealed under their royal or “central” corporate crowns.
This red patriarch Bauer was once reported to have said, “Let me issue and control a
nation’s money and I care not who writes the laws.”—(i.e. that nation’s laws). And this was no
empty boast, but a loaded fact and reality. For he who accepts or takes the money (be he king or
president) is servant to he who creates or makes the money (be he king or “central” bankster). For
the money power is king, supreme, royal. And so this money power trumps, masters and owns all
things which money can possibly buy: e.g. mass-media (radio, T.V., publishing houses); and
political elections of treacherous, prostituted presidents and Parliaments purchasable by the
highest bidder, the bidder with the deepest pockets or the most money to bid, which is surely the
money-power, the money-creator, the real and true crown and king.
It is quipped that “The Golden Rule is that he who has the gold makes the rules.”
And this was once true. And this presupposes that gold (money) is king. But now in most
kingdoms or states paper (money) is king. For the rules are presently dictated by “jewish”
“central” banksters who privately print and “publicly” lend their “beastly” debt-paper monopolymoney to all the Gentile nations thus fallen under the darkness of their evil “royal” “mark(s)” or
“central” “stamp(s).”
And this “jewish” monetary regression historically went from gold (or silver) coins to “papergold” money to purely paper-money. And the latter two were debt-paper monopoly-moneys loaned
by “jewish” “central” banksters to Gentile nations or publics, via official Gentile traitors enemies
in public offices: presidents, parliaments, supreme courts, etc.
And methinks the brand-new “euro” is an evil, bastard hybrid lying between these two “jew”
debt-paper moneys, and much closer to the latter, pure-paper brand of monetary death.
* * * * *
And so the money-creating power is supreme, “royal” or king over its realm, kingdom or
state.
One upon a time, Gentile European kings would mint “specie” coins with their own royal
stamp or mark for circulation throughout their kingdoms.
But now all money is merely token money, political money, cheap-metal or paper money.
But if this modern monetary crown, throne or king lends his token-money to his subjects, then
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he is truly of the “beastly” “mark” or Satanic “stamp” of the anti-Christ, SuperNazi house of
“Redshield.”
But if not, then not. And not (i.e. debt-free token money) is infinitely better, and may even
be honest (ample, stable, non-monopolistic), benevolent, and a true public service. Which kind or
“species” of token money would you recommend, dear reader? That of the Gentile or the “jew”? Of
God or of Satan? (John 8:44) For all fruit is and must be of its tree.
* * * * *
But the reigning “central” bankster” (or king) is of the Satanic “Rothschild” mold, cabal and
corporate dynasty. He prints and lends all the money (i.e. debt-token monopoly-money) extant or
circulating within his national (or international—see Europe) realm, state, or kingdom. And so all
banks, businesses and citizens use only his money. His “central” bank lends directly (at his
dictated “prime [or first] interest rate”) to his national puppet government and to the “commercial”
banks within his national realm. And these banks then add their own extra “interest” “points” or
percentages to thus make a profit on all loans (of the “central” banksters debt-tokens) which they
then directly lend (again, at their “secondary” and profitable interest rate) to the citizens of the
nation—either individually or in groups (partnerships or corporations).
And so the citizens borrow directly from these “commercial” banks, but indirectly and
ultimately from the “central bank”—from which all the nation’s (debt-token, monopoly-) money
comes. And that’s not all commercial bankers do. They also (out of nothing but their mere decree
and predatory moral depravity) create and lend false and imaginary money (called “credit” or
bank-ledger money) to their borrowers—demanding actual tokens (plus “interest”) in return or
else the “collateral” pledged to obtain the loan (of nothing but “bank credit”). And so this banking
scam or usurer swindle is the same as those banksters who formerly lent out “paper-gold” money
and demanded real and true gold (plus “interest”) in return. It is demanding real value (plus
“interest”) for no value at all, and hence is fraud, theft, even “foreclosed” robbery. And all this
bankster evil, predation and swindling of the public is “legal” because the “public servants”
(presidents, treasurers, parliaments, “supreme” courts, etc.) of the Gentile nations are in fact
public enemies in secret league with these predatory “jewish” banksters.
And so “commercial” bankers are usurious thieves, swindlers and robbers. And they are
subordinate brothers-in-crime in dark league with the “central” bankers, from whom they get
their monopoly-money, upon which “fraction” they “base” their multiples of “credit” money. Again
it is as if the “central” banksters supply the “gold” upon which “fraction” the “commercial”
banksters “base” their multiples of “paper-gold,” which they then lend to the Gentile public,
demanding real “gold” (plus “interest”) in return. And so these two banksters are partners in
crime, and aside from being of one and the same evil “jewish” spirit and origin, they may even be
one and the same “jew.”
Yes, dear reader, I’ll bet you these “central” banksters, (these anonymous, hidden,
concealed and unknown owners of the “central banks,” the royal money-crowns of Gentile nationstates), are also the (known) owners of the leading or biggest “commercial banks” within these
“jew”-swindled and entrapped Gentile nations, “legally” damned by traitorous “public servants”
into using this God-damned, “jewish,” debt-token monopoly-money, both “central” and
“commercial,” and thus “legally” cast into unpayable pits of national-debt. And so to find the
hidden identities of these “central” banks(ters), (who again are the corporate crowns and kings of
the Gentile states, and hence not only the dictators of national law, but far above the law, and
who therefore need never reveal their identities to the public (their subjects), nor to any “public
servants” (their loyal officials, “royal” appointees or “central” nominees), nor the inner-workings,
records, profits and ownership of their sovereign corporation, their “central” bank), look at the
known ownership (or “controlling interests”) of your nation’s largest “commercial” banking corps.
For these are “public records” supposedly open to all citizens for public inspection, information,
scrutiny. Find the personal identities of these largest “commercial” banksters, and check out their
past tax returns, and hence their past declarations of their entire property ownership, to see
what’s there (or else not there) to see of any “central” bank “interest.”
* * * * *
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Meet the new “central” “European” banksters: Same as the old “central” “European”
banksters (of England, France, Germany, etc.). Is this not so? Or don’t we know?
And why haven’t they publicly introduced or shown themselves? Why haven’t the “royal” or
“central” yet corporately concealed owners of this brand new, debt-token, monopoly-money “euro”
publicly introduced or shown themselves to their brand new (or rather old) European subjects?
(For the very same reason they never did before? Because Darkness hates Light like “jews”
and other predatory, blood-sucking vampires hate God, crucifixes and holy water?) (John 3:1821)
Are the new (or rather old) European “royals” shy? Or are they ashamed and fearful of the
light and the truth about themselves, their dark Satanic past, their war-mongering, massmurdering, regicidal, “revolutionary” and usurpatious history, and their extremely evil, false and
fraudulent money—whether their “paper-gold” or their debt-token monopoly money? And of
which particular kind or species of fraudulence is their brand-new “euro”?
That’s my guess why they don’t reveal themselves, or shout their “royal,” “central” names
from the parliamentary mountaintops, although they’ve never personally told me as much, as
they never invite the likes of me to their (Bilderberg, Trilateral Commission or Jew N.)
convocations or parties, and thus give me the opportunity to directly ask “Lord Rothschild” and
company of cousins why they corporately conceal their “central” identity or “royal” majesty.
(Hence my indirect public letter below. For what does what one can, and one must make
do, alas, with whatever poor means or tools one has.)
And why not invite me to their SuperNazi bankster parties? Am I not promising or useful
enough means or material for their dark and evil ends, their “messianic” or Satanic purposes? Am
I too Gentile or Christian or something? Am I not sociopathic, psychopathic, predatory,
conscienceless, Satanic or “jewish” enough for them and their SuperNazi bankster party? (For a
tool and its purpose are closely related.)
“Discrimination!!” “Discrimination!!” “Whaaaaaaah!!” “Whaaaaaaah!!”
And why is there no “affirmative action” in “central banking”? Or why can’t Gentiles be
“central” banksters too? Are we not predatory, deceitful and demonic enough to even have
imagined so evil a money as their father’s and theirs? (John 8:44 & Apo./Rev. 13:4-8 & :11-18)
* * * * *
A debt-token monopoly-money (of which the aforementioned “paper-gold” was the first
incarnation or prototype) must (via the laws of its own beastly, predatory nature) inevitably
“inflate” “itself” into total worthlessness.
And if honest (debt-free, ample, stable, non-monopoly) token money were outlawed from the
face of the earth by (who else but?) the Devil’s “messianic,” imperialistic or “beastly” “chosen
people,” and if the Gentile world were confronted with two such rival debt-token, monopolymoney “fiats” as the “jewish”-Amerikan “dollar” and the “jewish”-European “euro,” the world
would naturally, selfishly, self-providently choose the lesser of the two monetary evils. But which
is that?
Initially, in 2000, the “euro” was worth ¾ of a “dollar” or $.75. But now, in 2004, the “euro”
is worth 1¼ “dollars” or $1.25. So go figure which debt-token “money” the world prefers to use, to
bank on or invest in.
Buy why?
For one thing, the Europeans have only recently begun to dig that bottomless pit of
“national debt” which the Amerikans have been diligently digging for themselves (or rather for
their SuperNazi “jewish” monetary/political/economic masters) since 1913. And this was (and yet
is) all done by virtue (or rather vice) of that “jewish” debt-token monopoly-money which
Amerikans have been (“centrally,” “legally,” presidentially, congressionally and “supremely
judicially”) collectively forced to borrow and use (by and via their traitorous, “jewish”
“representatives”) since that very dark time (1913). (See “jewish”-Amerikan president Woodrow
Wilson and his “Federal Reserve Act.”)
And so all one need do is compare the national (or rather the super-national or imperial)
debt of the Europeans with that of the Amerikans, and also each empire’s annual “trade deficit,”
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and you’ll clearly see which “fiat” paper-money is the far better investment value of the two
(supernational, imperial or “beastly”) monetary evils. (No contest, in fact.)
But both monopolistic “jewish” debt-tokens are headed for “jewish” hell on earth—into the
bottomless pit of absolutely unpayable national (or rather imperial) indebtedness. It’s just that
the Amerikans are already there, and have been for decades. Simply consider: What is the total
present imperial debt of the “jewish” Amerikan empire? It’s astronomical, titanic, seemingly
limitless, and unpayable several times over. Or how many more times or multiples of national
debt-tokens (“dollars”) do the “jewish” Amerikans allegedly owe their “jewish” “central” banksters
THAN EVEN EXIST—and not merely in Amerika, but all over God’s globe and/or “jewish”Amerika’s supernational or SupeNazi, imperial or “beastly” world? For such is the “beastly”
nature of the “jewish” debt-token: whether the “dollar” or the “euro,” and both “dollar” and the
“euro.” Is this not so?
* * * * *
(“But the “Euros” say theirs is a “golden” paper-money. [Now where on earth have I heard
that one before?–Ed.] So perhaps that is why it is preferred by the world before or over the
American dollar.”)
And yet this allegedly “golden” “euro” is not “redeemable,” not exchangeable, not convertible
into gold! In that case, what’s “golden” about it?
(“It has a fractional golden backing?”)
Again, am I experiencing a “deja vu”? Or does this “beastly,” SuperNazi “jew” never really
change his predatory spots?
* * * * *
And so we see a “fractionally” gold-backed currency (i.e. “paper-gold”) may occasionally or
for a short while be “redeemable” or convertible into gold (as within “jewish”-Amerika from 191333), or else it may never be convertible at all (as in Europe), even from its very beginning, even
from its black birth or dark “jewish” genesis.
For such again is the case with this brand new “euro”—which proclaims itself (or is
reported to be) from 15 to 30% “gold-backed” or “golden.”
What does this “golden” variation mean or portend but that the corporately masked,
“central” bankster masters, creators and lenders of this “irredeemable” paper-“euro” intend, at
the very least, to change, to vary, to fluctuate or oscillate (i.e. to manipulate) their brand-new
“golden”-paper or “paper-gold” from 3.3 (times 30) to 6.66 times (15) its (“centrally” alleged)
“fraction” of “golden” “backing.” And hence expect monetary manipulation, “inflation” and
“deflation” by the “royal” or “central” masters of this brand-new “euro.” So look out!
* * * * *
And just do the math, dear European: This 15 to 30% “gold-backed” or “golden” papermoney is therefore a 70 to 85% paper-paper money or token-money.
Furthermore, if this “golden” “euro” is not convertible (into gold) or “irredeemable” (and it
is), then surely, and by definition, it is 100% token or non-“specie” (gold or silver).
And because this new “euro” is a dictated, “legislated” or “legal” monopoly-money, and a
“crime” to refuse or not to use, therefore it is a “fiat” or “command” money. And so this new “euro”
is a monopoly token-money.
And, worst of all, is this “euro” not a debt-token, monopoly-money?
(If it’s truly “jewish,” how could it not be? Or how could any “jewish” fruit not be of Satan’s
poisonous tree? (John 8:44 & Genesis 3:)
And so the “euro” is exactly like the “jewish”-Amerikan “dollar,” the worst possible kind or
species of “money,” conceived and perpetrated by the worst possible kind or species of humans.
(John 8:44)
* * * * *
And again this new, “jew,” monopoly or “fiat,” debt-paper-money “euro,” (allegedly golden…
“fractionally” from 15 to 30%), is even from its very beginning entirely irredeemable, unconvertible
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or ungolden! What does this monetary riddle mean or portend? How can something be
“fractionally” golden and not yet at all golden?
Let’s ask its two-faced, two-tongued, supernational or SuperNazi, “beastly” or imperial,
Satanic or “messianic” creator and perpetrator: What’s it’s name or number again? (Apo./Rev.
13:11-18)
“Kindly explain your “euro” to us, “Lord Rothschild”/RedShield and company of
cousins—you “European” (really “jewish” and anti-Christ) cabal of “central” banksters—you
corporately concealed “messianic” or Satanic king, crown and dynasty reigning over my
poor, “jew”-deceived, “jew”-invaded, “jew”-conquered, “jew”-brutalized, “jew”-ravished, “jew”mass-murdered, “jew”-terrorized and “jew”-occupied Europa !
“Surely your brand-new “euro” is in reality a debt-token, monopoly-money!? For
again all your fruit is and must be of you and your father’s evil tree!
“Your “paper-gold” was a great wonder in itself! How you seemed to make divine fire
or lightening come down from God’s Heaven to thus apparently alchemize or
“transubstantiate” your worthless, fraudulent paper into gold—(as the anti-Christ Romans
sanctimoniously and blasphemously pretended to transform their wafers into their
idolatrous wafer-god(s)!) What magic power you seemed to possess!—not to really and truly
transform matter or reality, but merely to make it seem transformed by making your paper
seem golden, your lies seem true, your promising I.O.U.’s seem genuine, honest,
legitimate; your monetary illusions or sorceries seem trustworthy, your poisonous
“remedies” seem medicinal, your cinematic illusions seem realistic, and your Satanic and
racist slanders, persecutions and mass-murders of Godly Europeans or “the best of the
Gentiles” seem (via your atrocious Holohoax slanders) to be just retribution!
“(But by God’s Truth and Light we shall see who owes who what!)
“Surely your demonic power to (monetarily, cinematically and literally) delude,
deceive and trick the nations, the Gentiles, is from your father, your progenitor, your
patriarch, your creator and prototype! (John 8:44) What’s Its name again? It is the Enemy,
the Adversary, the Slanderer and the Murderer.
“And now we Gentile nations behold you and your father’s latest “creation”:
unconvertible or “irredeemable” “paper gold”—which therefore cannot at any time be
exchanged for any real or true gold! Gold, and yet not really gold, but always and
everywhere mere “paper-gold”?! How very contradictory, paradoxical, impossible, incredible,
absurd and ridiculous! How very unreal, non-existent, false, fictional and fraudulent! And
last but not least, but first and foremost: how very, very “jewish”!
And do you and your “central” cousins not loan this paper-money of yours to the
Gentile nations via your loyal nominees and appointees within your “public” offices: your
presidents, prime ministers, parliaments, “supreme justices,” treasurers, etc.? And do you
and your “public servants” not make it a crime for these Gentile subjects of yours to use
any another money than your own? And so this brand-new “euro” of yours is a debt-token,
monopoly-money, exactly like your “American” “dollar”!
“And so what’s even more irredeemable than your fraudulent, “golden” “money”
untrue, you “beastly,” “messianic,” SuperNazi “jew,” is your God-damned bankster-cousins
and you.”
* * * * *
And dear European-Christian cousins, please consider: If the “paper-gold” “euro” of “your”
present “royal” or “central” (although not “aristo”) money-creators and masters is not redeemable
or convertible (into gold), as indeed it isn’t, then what is the “central” point and purpose (of “your”
reigning “jewish” dynasty) in thus proclaiming “fractional” gold-“backing” for this brand-new,
debt-paper, monopoly-money “euro” of theirs?
It is not to excuse its being “centrally” lent instead of publicly spent into existence? For one
does not give gold away. But paper or cheap metal are cheap to print or stamp as public money.
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But the “euro,” like the “dollar,” is nothing but “irredeemable” paper. You cannot exchange
it for gold anytime or anywhere—least of all at the “European central bank.” And so these “euro”
banksters are pretending their debt-token, monopoly-money is golden to explain, excuse or
pseudo-justify its being (“centrally”) lent instead of (publicly) spent into existence and circulation.
(Can you see that, dear reader?)
And is it not also to deceive you, dear European, and all the Gentile world besides, into
crediting this brand-new (debt-token, monopoly) money of theirs with trustworthiness? To trick
you into accepting it?—into credulously believing or trusting that their monetary “inflation” shall
be limited to from 3.33 (at 30% gold “backing”) to 6.66 (at 15%) times the (ever-variable, everfluctuating, ever-changing, unstable, and manipulable) gold “reserves” allegedly held by “your”
“central” banksters?
But how do you, dear European, even know at any particular time how much gold your
“central bank corporation” really holds or “hoards”? In other words, how can you ever possibly
know exactly how irredeemably “golden” “your” “central” banksters’ debt-paper-money is? Surely
you can’t! You must either accept their corporate word for it, or not. You must either believe,
trust or credit their paper-money as golden, or not! But even if you do not believe, dear European,
you must by “central” European Law or dictate accept and use their “fiat” or monopoly money.
(Indeed, how can any of us “royal” subjects of “our” “central” crowns ever verify if our corporately
masked kings or dynasties own, hold, possess or “hoard” any gold at all to “back” up their debtpaper, monopoly-money?)
(“Ah, but true faith, by definition, is the absence of verification!”)
(“Yes, but faith is for God or for absolute truth. In other words, false faith is faith in
anything other than God or the truth. Why then ever worship the ‘royal,’ ‘central’ or ‘messianic’
‘jew’ as well-intentioned, divine, infallible or true?”)
(And if you don’t believe or credit your “central” banksters’ new “euro,” how then can you
escape it, and get honest money for sure-o?)
* * * * *
Formerly, when their “paper- from” protocol #5 of the Satanic “jewish plot against humanity
gold” (their paper-promises to pay so much weighted and coined gold “upon demand”) was
actually “redeemable,” the banksters were limited in its creation and circulation, its printing and
lending by the precise amount of gold they had on hand to pay (“upon demand”). In other words,
due to fear of sudden, unexpected and popular demands for gold by the holders or “bearers” of
their “paper-gold,” (their paper-promises to pay gold “to the bearer[s] upon demand”), the
banksters could safely print and lend out, create and circulate only so much “golden” papermoney, or only so many paper-promises to pay gold coins “upon demand.”
(But surely each and every piece of “paper-gold” in excess of actual gold pieces or coins is
too much.)
In other words, deceptive, thieving and/or fraudulent banksters were formerly limited in
their monetary deceits, thefts and fraudulence not by their fraction of golden honesty, but by
their “golden”-paper’s fraudulent practicality. For they could safely print and lend only so many
“golden” paper-frauds. For again their realistic fear of popular “panics” or public “bank runs”—
(wherein the public would run to the bank(s) to exchange their “golden” paper-promises for the
promised gold before the banksters ran out of it—their golden “fraction”—and hence before their
“paper-gold” became officially, admittedly, legally worthless—which repeatedly happened), usually
kept the banksters from creating and circulating or printing and lending out too much “papergold” to possibly “redeem.”
So there used to be practical golden limits to the monetary deceits, thefts and frauds of
banksters. (And this is naturally true of all “redeemable” or specie-convertible money.) As long as
their “paper-gold” was legally “redeemable,” it used to be possible for banksters to become too
fraudulent. (But not any more. The “European” “central” banksters have seen to that. And so we
see what they have done.)
For in this brand-new, pure-paper “euro,” this practical, “fractional,” golden limitation
(against the limitless printability or “inflatability” of paper-money—against limitless bankster
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fraud) has from the very start been removed by the debt-token’s absolute “irredeemability” or
nonconvertibility. What then, dear European, shall limit “your” “euro’s” printability, lendability
and “inflatability”? What shall prevent or retard its inevitable and infinite “inflatability” into
worthlessness? (The honesty of your “central” banksters, perhaps? Don’t count on it.)
What honesty? You (we) don’t even know who they are! For they have corporately masked
and concealed themselves! And they are corporately irresponsible and unliable for all the limitless
evils they are now poised to do to you and yours. And your elected or appointed “public servants”
will never inform you who “your” “central” banksters are, even if they knew. For they are the
banksters’ purchased agents, and your official public enemies in “public” office, who wouldn’t be
in those positions if they weren’t.
And besides, “your” “central” banksters don’t even want you to know they exist, dear
European! Is this not so? Or would they like you to know that they are (or their “central bank” is)
a privately-owned, “for profit” corporation? And if so, why haven’t they told you so? For surely
they have easy access to (if not ownership of) “your” mass-media and “public officials”!
And least of all do they want you to understand their “money,” and hence themselves! (For
all fruit must necessarily be of its tree: demonic, Satanic, mediocre or Godly.—(Matt. 7:16-20,
12:33-35 & John 8:44)
* * * * *
And so is the European citizen to believe, trust or credit this brand-new irredeemable
“euro” with golden value simply because its anonymous “central” bankster-creators, printers and
lenders have declared it to be so (via their “royal” heralds, their “public servants,” their officially
traitorous mouthpieces)? And because they, like their Satanic brothers in “Jew York” and/or
George “Washington D.C.” cannot possibly tell a lie, since they are so incredibly honest,
trustworthy and true “jews”? (But is that not an oxymoron, a contradiction in terms?—John 8:44)
We simply can’t verify or deny every “central” liar’s lie. (E.G. it took us years to discover the
entire untruth about their “Holocaust” slander of the Germans and other good, Godly, patriotic,
nationalistic, anti-Marxist, anti-communist, anti-“jewish,” anti-Satanist or anti-anti-Christ
Europeans. And we Gentiles have other things to do with our lives besides tracking down these
endless, continuous, poisonous “jewish” lies.)
If “once, shame on you,” perfidious “jew,” but if “twice, shame on me,” gullible Gentile, for
once again foolishly trusting this son of the father of lies. (John 8:44)
And so the Europeans can’t possibly know how much fluctuating gold “their” “central”bankster “jew” holds at the moment or in future. They can’t verify his golden claims. They don’t
have access to his ill-gotten hoards, and they can’t trust his “central” agents—especially “their”
continental parliament which legislatively inaugurated and enthroned this corporate, “central”
bankster king and dynasty.
And as with this anti-Christ’s “Hollowhoax,” we lowly Gentiles are simply expected (and
even commanded) by his “central” “jewish” majesty to take his “royal,” “messianic” or Satanic
word for anything and everything as if it were God’s truth—as if his words were God’s “good
news,” and hence as if it were depravity or blasphemy to ever doubt, disbelieve or discredit them.
For it is the nature, character and practice of Satan and Its spawn to thus assume or usurp
God’s place, authority and throne. (See the anti-Christ demons of Jew York City, Washington
Jerusalem and/or Rome.)
And many evil or Satanic Gentiles, (and especially traitorous “public servants” or public
enemies in “public” offices), worship and obey these “centrally”-enthroned, anti-Christ bankster“jews” as if they were God Himself. But the rest of us Gentiles simply cannot afford to thus damn
our lives, bodies and souls; or allow others to do so—(“public servants” e.g.); or to foolishly trust,
credit and believe any and all such bogus claims of honesty, truthfulness, credibility and
trustworthiness “centrally” issued or “royally” decreed by “our” monetary crowns, “our”
political/economic kings, or “our” corporately masked, anonymous, unliable and dynastic
“royals.”
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(Methinks, dear reader, it’s just about time for a genuine anti-royalist or libertarian
“revolution.” And what then instead of “our” corporate, anonymous, “royal,” “central,” dynastic
“jewish” monetary masters? Honest money and our sovereign selves?)
* * * * *
Heck, our corporately-masked “central” banksters won’t even tell us who in hell they are!
How can this glaring omission of “our” “royal families” possibly inspire our confidence in them, in
their alleged honesty, benevolence, trustworthiness, etc.? Is that a sure sign of honesty, fidelity or
propriety, dear reader, that your “royal family” wears a corporate mask of anonymity and
irresponsibility to both hide their “jewish” identity and to escape all liability for all the
(monetary/economic/political) evils they deliberately perpetrate upon Gentile humanity? What’s
wrong, dear reader, with “your” “royal” family’s dynastic portrait with their names and their faces
thus “centrally” blocked out?
Do bank robbers not also conceal their faces to likewise escape public detection,
responsibility and punishment? And surely “central” banksters are far bigger bank robbers with
therefore far greater reason to hide their faces and identities from popular knowledge and the
light of day.
In truth, dear reader, the “regal” or dynastic ownership of “your” “central” bank’s corporate
stock is the biggest and best-kept state-secret of all. And why? Because “your” “central bank” is
the greatest state sin or governmental evil of all. And also because “The [‘public’–Ed.] borrower is
servant to the [‘central’ (bankster)–Ed.] lender.” (Proverbs 22:7) And therefore your state (i.e. the
highest “public” officials of “your” national puppet-gov’t: “your” traitorous president, treasurer,
parliament, etc.) probably doesn’t/don’t even know who their owners, money-masters or “central”
bankster are. And they surely wouldn’t tell you or I if they did. For they are not our “public
servants,” but theirs. They are our public enemies in our public offices. And that’s both a national
comedy and a tragedy. What a political joke and abomination is such a government and such a
nation!
Just try it: Just ask your almighty president or prime minister, your parliament, your
“supreme court justice(s),” your treasurer, your taxman or your “securities and [stock] exchange
commissioner” exactly who owns your state’s “central” bank or “central banking corporation,” and
exactly how much they have profited annually since its legislative inception or parliamentary
inauguration. And note how you receive no true answer. “Your” highest “public servants” may
even deny that your state’s “central” banking corporation is privately-owned at all, or operated
for-profit. But they’d either be mistaken or lying, and hence either official fools in public office or
public enemies in public office. And so both need to be publicly removed a.s.a.p.
Yes such “public” officials must either be ignorant dupes, buffoons and (monetary/political)
fools—and therefore should never, ever be or have been in any higher positions of public trust,
office or power. Or else they are knowledgeable, deliberate, secretive, co-conspirators with the
“central” banksters, and therefore the official hirelings, servants, “Gentile fronts,” puppets, agents
or “agentur” of the imperial, “beastly” or SuperNazi “sinagog of Satan.” (See Apo./Rev, 2:9 & 3:9,
& also their Satanist “Zionist protocols.”) Or is there a third alternative, dear reader, of which I
am unaware?
And hence these latter “public servants” are consciously, deliberately misdirecting or
misleading the public into “jewish” (monetary/economic/political) traps. And therefore they are
treacherous and treasonous public enemies lurking within public offices, who should be publicly
accused, tried, convicted and punished—even “by the neck until dead.” That would perhaps send
the appropriate message to all other would-be public enemies who would likewise officially betray,
defraud and damn the public into such unpayable pits of “public debt.”
Heck, the “central” banksters (via their anonymous and irresponsible incorporation, and via
these sociopathic “public servants” of theirs) not only conceal but in fact deny their “central”
monetary existence, reality, nature and character! Just ask yourself: Do they not want all us
Gentiles to believe that “our” (i.e. their) “central” banks are not privately-owned, for-profit
corporations?—creating, printing and lending no less a public evil than debt-token, monopolymoney? (And is there, or has there even been, a more evil, predatory “money” than this?) Do “our”
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“central” banksters want us all to clearly see, perceive, recognize and understand the evil,
malevolent, predatory and Satanic nature and character of their “money,” and hence of
themselves, its “central” creators and perpetrators? Surely the question nearly answers itself.
* * * * *
And so hopefully we all can see that their “fractionally-golden” debt-token money is no good
either, being nearly every bit a monetary fraud and trap as their purely-paper, debt-token money.
For up to ten times more paper-promises to pay gold coins are printed and lent as gold coins to
pay their “bearer[s] on demand.”
And “irredeemable” “paper-gold” is surely no more that debt-paper-money brazenly
mislabeled. And by whom but by deceitful and corporately concealed “central” banksters, who,
(however “central” to our national “economies” via their debt-money-monopolies and their official
traitors befouling our national public offices), are in fact really “central,” national (even supernational) monetary deceivers, cheaters, liars, swindlers, thieves and robbers: “jewish,”
“messianic,” Satanic, anti-God, anti-Christian, anti-Gentile and anti-European.
Is this not so, or don’t we know? And if not, how can we ever find out? Will our “central”
masters or their “public servants” ever tell us who and what they really and truly are beneath
their “central” corporate mask? Don’t count on it, but go ahead, ask. And don’t hold your breath,
’cause that way lies death.
And least of all do they want you to understand their evil, predatory “money,” and hence
themselves! (For all fruit must necessarily be of its tree: demonic, Satanic, mediocre or Godly.—
(Matt. 7:16-20, 12:33-35 & John 8:44)
* * * * *
Consider, dear European: Is your new “euro” not a debt-token? (Surely it is paper, nothing
but paper, pure “irredeemable” paper, hence neither gold or silver, and therefore by definition a
token.) But is it a debt-token? Is it not loaned into existence and circulation by “your” “royal” or
“central” “banking” corporation to its/their traitorous, anti-European, continental puppet-gov’t,
and to its/their “commercial” banks, and hence to you, dear citizen?
And does this brand-new “euro” (or rather its “central”-bankster creators, lenders and
perpetrators) not pretend to be golden in part to explain, excuse, or pseudo-justify its being
“centrally” lent (instead of merely “publicly” or parliamentarily spent) into existence and
circulation?—i.e. to excuse its being a debt-token?
And so because it is a debt-token, I must tell you, dear European, that “your” brand-new
“euro” shall and must be gradually, unavoidably and inevitably “inflated” into complete and total
worthlessness. And this is simply due to the nature of “your” “central”-bankster-“beast” and
its/their debt-token, monopoly-money.
A debt-token, by definition, is loaned into existence. And like all other loans, a debt-token
must, by definition, be contractually returned to its lender by a certain future date. And so a
debt-token, and all loans of debt-tokens, (and again there are no debt-tokens but loaned or
borrowed debt-tokens), must all be repaid or returned to its/their “central” crown, source, creator
and lender (and hence inevitable destination)—plus (nonexistent) “interest” tokens besides or
atop.
For the European parliament, “your” traitorous, anti-Christ, “jewish,” continental puppetgov’t, must repay all its “centrally” loaned (and parliamentarily borrowed) monopoly-debt-token
“euros” back to their only continental source (and hence their only and inevitable destination),
the “jewish”-“European central banking corporation”—thus leaving you European Gentiles
without any money or tokens of exchange to make any (non-barter) deals or trades among
yourselves—unless new “euros” are parliamentarily borrowed from “your” continental “jewish”
crown, thus increasing “your” “public,” “national” or continental debt (to “your” “European central
bank[sters]”).
But that’s not all. For “centrally” unprinted, “centrally” unloaned (and hence non-existent)
“interest” “euros” shall also be “centrally” demanded (at a “centrally”-dictated annual “interest”
rate) on each and every such “central” bankster loan of these debt-paper-“euros” of theirs—of this
“fractionally-golden,” “irredeemable,” “jewish,” debt-token, monopoly-money. For only “principal”
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debt-tokens are “centrally” created and loaned (to the “public”—via an evil, traitorous, “jewish”
parliament). And yet both “principal” and (nonexistent) “interest” debt-tokens are “centrally”
demanded in return. But this “public” payment is clearly impossible, unless new “principal” debttokens are (“publicly” or parliamentary) borrowed to pay this “interest.” Furthermore, “interest”
payments alone will devour or evaporate the “principal” loans. At 5% annual interest, e.g., an
entire “principal” loan of any size you’d care to image shall be thus returned to its “central”
source (and ultimate destination) in twenty years. AND YET THE ENTIRE “PRINCIPAL” SHALL
STILL BE OWED by the cheated and impoverished public to “their” “central” bankster! And so
before long many more (even multiples more) “euros” shall allegedly be “owed” (by the Gentile
European subjects to their “central” “jewish” continental crown) THAN EVEN EXIST!
(Can you smell your corporately, “centrally” and red-shielded “jew”-rat yet, dear European?)
And the longer you use (or are parliamentarily forced to use) this evil, “jewish,” debt-token,
monopoly-money, the more “you” must “publicly” (i.e. parliamentary) borrow it. And the more
“you” “publicly” borrow it, dear European, the more hopelessly indebted you and your fellow
(monetary/economic/political) subjects shall become, the more “your” “euro” shall be “inflated”
(increased in amount, number, volume), and hence the more its value shall gradually shrink
toward worthlessness.
Don’t merely compare “your” “euro” with the shrinking “dollar,” dear European. Compare
your “euro” with itself over time. See how it shrinks. See how its “purchasing power” declines over
time. For all such “jewish” debt-moneys, whether “dollar,” “euro” or what-have-“jew”?, are in a
race with each other and with themselves itself toward “inflationary” worthlessness. It’s just that
the “dollar” has had such a “head start”—since 1913, in fact. See how it shrinks, shrank, shrunk.
For such is the evil nature of all debt-token, monopoly money, and hence of the SuperNazi
“jewish” “beast” that conceived, created, coercively perpetrated or “publicly,” parliamentarily lent
it to you and yours as your supernational or SuperNazi “jewish” monopoly-money, your imperial
or “beastly” “mark” or “stamp.” (Apo./Rev. 13:11-18)
And the longer you try to pay back this Satanic, “jewish” debt-, theft- and trap-money, the
deeper and deeper your continental European pit of “public” debt shall be parliamentarily dug,
and the larger and larger the unbridgeable gulf shall grow between the “euros” in existence or
circulation and the “euros” you are “centrally” alleged to owed to “your” “beastly,” imperial,
SuperNazi “jewish” bankster(s). Think of a mastodon in a tar-pit or quick-sand: the more and
longer it struggles, the more it sinks to its inevitable doom.
Am I saying you’re sunk, dear Euro? As long as you keep using that “beastly” monopolymoney, “mark” or “stamp” of your “central,” “royal,” “messianic” or Satanic anti-Christ emperor or
king, Yes. (Apo./Rev. 13:11-18)
And so, dear European, I repeat: Your “royal,” “central,” anti-Christ master’s brand-new
“euro” shall and must be “centrally” printed, “centrally” lent and “publicly” borrowed by “your”
traitorous parliamentary “representatives” and/or “public servants” into gradual, eventual and
ultimate worthlessness.
And so this brand-new, debt-token, monopoly-money “euro” is a “jewish” snare, dear
European, exactly like the national “jewish” moneys that preceded this “euro”: the “German”
“mark,” the “English” “pound” the “French” “franc,” the “Italian” “lira,” etc., etc., etc. Nothing
Gentile, Christian or honest about them, all deceitful, predatory, “beastly,” “jewish,” Satanic.
And what Satan’s “chosen,” anti-Christ or “messianic” demons ultimately desire, aim and
intend is to impose one such evil, “jewish” money upon all Gentile humanity.
(“One coin to find them./ One coin to blind them./ One coin to mark and in all Darkness
bind them.”)
* * * * *
And so, in the face of all this deductible, predictable, unavoidable and inevitable “inflation,”
we see the real and true reason why the brand-new “golden” “euro” is from the start absolutely
“irredeemable,” completely unconvertible, totally goldess or entirely paper, token, worthless. (I
mean aside from the characteristic unwillingness of the “jew” to ever part with his ill-gotten gold.)
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The brand-new, debt-paper, monopoly-money “euro” is “irredeemable” from the very start
because the “fractional” golden pretension of its “central” creators and lenders could not long be
maintained (proved or redeemed) in the face of their debt-paper’s gradual and unavoidable
“inflation” into ultimate and inevitable worthlessness, and hence the relative shrinkage of their
golden “fraction,” therefore unconvertible or “irredeemable.”
Just take historical note, dear European: The “paper-gold” of the “jewish”-Amerikan
“central” bankster(s) was only “redeemable” or convertible for a mere 20 years (from 1913 to
1933) before its golden “fraction” was far too tiny (or its “inflated” paper multiple far too huge) to
any longer continue to pretend to be redeemable or convertible into gold.
And RedShield and co. doubtlessly would likewise have made their “golden” Amerikan
“dollar” “irredeemable” from the very start, if the American public had been as stupid then as the
European public evidently is now, and if the 1913 Congress were as treacherous, traitorous,
sociopathic, anti-Christian, Satanic or “jewish” as the current European parliament.
* * * * *
And so this brand-new “euro” is merely yet another damning (and hence damnable) “jewish”
monopoly debt-token—to the precise extent of the “irredeemable” paper multiple of its variable
golden “fraction,” “base” or “fractional base” (of 15 to 30%). And so this irredeemable “paper-gold”
will range, vary, “inflate” and “deflate” from 3.33 (at 30%) to 6.66 (at 15%) times its variable
golden “base” or “fraction.” And that’s only if this anonymous and irresponsible “central”
European “jew” can be trusted to keep his anti-Christian word. But don’t trust, credit nor count
on it nor him, dear European. For he is an imperialistic, SuperNazi, anti-Christ “beast.”
Again, is the new, “jew,” “euro” not loaned into existence and circulation by the corporately
masked “central” “jewish” bankster to his treasonous, “jewish,” continental European puppetgov’t? And aren’t these loaned out monopoly debt-tokens to be entirely repaid (thus returning the
European or Aryan populace to complete and total moneylessness—and what’s the point of
borrowing them in the first place if you can’t use them for long?), along with all contractually
“due” and “centrally” dictated rent, usury or “interest” payments (of unloaned and hence nonexistent debt-tokens)?
But you can’t possibly pay debt-tokens which don’t even exist, dear European, having never
been “centrally” loaned into existence and circulation? You must therefore borrow more debttokens merely to pay the “interest.” In short, your “central” anti-Christ emperor demands more
(debt-) “money” back from you than he ever prints and “publicly” lends you via “your” (or rather
his) treasonous, “jewish,” anti-Christ and anti-European parliament. His “beastly” money is as
evil, malevolent and predatory as he is. His “money” is a damning trap; to use it is to be damned
and trapped by it.
So don’t. Make yourselves an honest (debt-free, ample, stable) token instead, dear Euro,
and spend or freely distribute it/them into circulation. (See The Economic/Monetary Problem and
Solution for specific instructions.)
And like the Americans, the more you Europeans use (or are parliamentarily forced to use)
this evil “jewish” snare-money, the more you and yours shall be ensnared; the more your
treacherous parliament shall borrow from their “beastly” “central” “jewish” master (to repay all his
“principal” and all the (nonexistent) “interest” he demands); the more “your” “euro” shall be
“inflated” (increased in amount, number, volume); and hence the more this “euro” shall shrink in
value; the more your continental “public debt” shall grow; and the deeper and deeper this
“central,” imperial, SuperNazi, “jewish” “beast” shall dig the pit of your national or continental
debt (to itself and its fellow “beastly,” anti-Christ or Satanic “jews”).
And so in the end, and for the aforementioned reasons inherent within the dark and evil
nature of all debt-token moneys, (which are “jewish” conceptions, creations, traps and
perpetrations), this new, “jew,” “irredeemable” or pseudo-golden “euro” shall, will and must
unavoidably, gradually and eventually be “inflated” into complete and total worthlessness.
(So please don’t say, dear Euro, that I never warned nor told you so.)
* * * * *
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(Do you remember the “jewish”-German Weimar “inflation” of 1919-23, dear European? It
happened very quickly and for a different reason: to pay the invasive, aggressor “jewish” nations
their extortionate, victorious “reparations.” And yet the eventual result shall be same: the
complete and total worthlessness of the “euro.” See in the chart below, e.g., how the “dollar” has
fallen since the birth of the “jewish”-Amerikan “central” bank in 1913. For the “euro” and the
“dollar” are both monetary children of the very same “central”-bankster son of Satan, what’s its
name again?)
And so the allegedly golden “euro” will soon be “inflated” into decline and gradual
worthlessness. I could say “far beyond any possibility of redemption,” if the “euro” were not
irredeemable from its very “jewish”-bastard birth.
And yet your irredeemably predatory “central” “jew” may at that time craftily and cynically
claim that he is unable to maintain his alleged 15 to 30% golden “fraction” for his highly “inflated”
“euro.” And then perhaps, as occurred in “jewish” Amerika, “your” anti-Christ “central” bankster,
dear European, may then issue a decree (via his secretly purchased presidential, parliamentary
and judicial whores, agents, traitors or public enemies within your public offices) “authorizing”
the official seizure of all your personal gold (and perhaps also your silver)—citing a “national [or
rather imperial–Ed.] crises” and a pressing “governmental” need for it, declaring it your “patriotic
duty” to presently part with all of your gold which you so presently, selfishly and “unpatriotically”
“hoard,” and threatening “criminal penalties” for your “unpatriotic” refusal or failure to
immediately do so.
For on April 5, 1933, an “Executive Order” of Amerika’s “jewish” president, Franklin
Rosenvelt threatened a fine of $10,000 for any individual or (unexcused) corporation, plus
another ten years in prison for any individual (for corporations are bodiless ghosts or fictions
which therefore cannot ever be imprisoned) who refused to be thus officially-robbed of his gold
and silver. The “jewish”-Amerikan president’s “central” bankster gang of thieves and robbers then
“paid” their gold-robbed victims 20.67 irredeemable “central” bankster paper-“dollars” for every
golden ounce they robbed from the citizenry, and half a “dollar” (.50 “cents”) for every ounce of
silver. (An English “ounce” is 28.35 French grams.)
I.E. the “central” “jewish” gold-robbers forcibly, coercively and “legally” exchanged their
paper nothings for all the gold (over $100) of all the Gentile Americans who foolishly, selfsacrificially and un-“patriotically” complied with this (executive, legislative and “supremely
judicial”) tyranny of the “jewish”-Amerikan gov’t of “Washington,” D.C.
(But methinks the real McCoy would be outraged to see what was (and is) done in (and to)
his (very defamed) name.)
* * *
Surely the anti-Christs’ golden greed of is for them an ever-pressing need. So why, dear
Gentile, need you ever even try to satisfy this limitless lust?
And surely the Devil (and Its kindred) eternally feel they can never damn us Gentiles quite
nearly enough! And though they try, and try, and try, (witness their world wars I and II and now
perhaps III), why should we ever thus help them damn us? Do you believe as these “messianic” or
“communistic” demons believe (or at least behave): that God made us Gentiles to be their victims,
slaves and food?
But self-damnation is never good, neither for me, dear Gentile, nor for you—even though it
forever be our “patriotic duty” to the Devil or the “jew.”
But if you father (“pater”) be not (“Uncle”) Satan, dear Gentile, then neither is your
“patriotism” of the Devil or the “jew.” (John 8:44) And if so, dear Gentile, then good for you!
Choose this day, dear European, which god and purpose you shall serve: God and
yourselves or the Devil and Its “jews.”
Why not cast away your false “jewish” “euro” into that sea in the middle of the land, to
create an honest token, good and pure-o, built on truth’s rock to perpetually stand?
What have you got to lose in your present situation but your endless “jewish” monetary and
political damnation?
Is that God’s plan, dear Euro, for you? Or the plot of the Devil and Its anti-Christ “jew”?
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* * * * *

On Covertly Manipulating the
“Fractional” “Golden” “Basis” and
“Backing” % of this ever-Variable and
Unstable (Debt-“Paper-Gold”) “Euro”
“Irredeemable” “paper-gold,” this “RedShield” now dares say?!
Question: What’s even worse than a “fractionally golden” debt-token, monopoly-money?
Answer: An “irredeemable” “fractionally golden” debt-token, monopoly-money.”
So what’s “golden” about it then?
Question: What’s even worst than a temporarily redeemable “paper-gold”—(as in Amerika
from 1913—33)?
Answer: An absolutely, entirely, eternally irredeemable “paper-gold”—(as in Europe this
very day). And it’s name is “euro,” but it is not European or Aryan. It is as false and as evil as its
foreign creator and lender. For all fruit is and must be of its tree. (John 8:44)
* * * * *
So don’t get fooled again, dear European. As “paper-gold” (false paper-promises to pay gold)
is infinitely inferior to real gold, so debt-token monopoly-money is infinitely inferior to an honest
(ample and stable) debt-free token money. And “fractionally gold-backed” yet “irredeemable” debtpaper money is merely debt-paper or debt-token money.
In other words, “jewish” “paper-gold” is to real gold what “jewish” fractionally-gold-backed,
debt-token, monopoly money is to Gentile, debt-free, token money: infinitely inferior…and
malevolent.
* * *
(The new “euro” money, e.g., is said to be 15 to 30% “gold-backed.”) What does this mean?
Exactly how much gold is in a “euro,” anyway? Or how many golden grains “back” each
“euro”?
(The American “dollar,” e.g., used to be defined (by the Congressional “mint act” of April
1792) as 24.75 grains of gold, 371.25 grains of silver, and/or 16,400 grains of copper. And so, at
15.432098 grains per gram, an American “dollar” was once 1.6 grams of gold, 24.1 grams of
silver, and/or 1,062.7 grams of copper.
But in 1933 president Rosenvelt redefined the “dollar” for all American citizens as equal to
0 grains of gold, 0 grains of silver and 0 grains (or grams) of copper. And so the American “dollar”
has remained worthless to this very day. Thanks Rosenvelt! You were truly a great (“jewish,”
Marxist, communist, Soviet-) Amerikan president!)
But how many grains or grams of gold are in this brand-new “golden” “euro”?
Being absolutely “irredeemable,” probably absolutely none. And I wouldn’t be surprised if
his anonymous “central” “European” majesty has made absolutely no pronouncements (via his
“royal” heralds or parliamentary servants) on this most weighty golden matter.
Or are the answers to these questions to be “state secrets”—like the ownership of the
European “central bank,” their annual profits, and whether or not their new paper-tokens are or
are not debt-tokens
But surely we can safely deduce or guess the “central” bankster “jew” would never give his
“paper-gold” away, or even spend it into existence, but rather lend it for maximum profit,
exploitation and predation of the Gentiles.
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And if this new “euro” is a debt-paper-token, monopoly money (and if this money-fruit is of
an evil tree, how could it possibly fail to be?), then eventually there will not be enough gold in all
the world to “back” the monetary inflation necessary to keep this debt-money in existence or
circulation at any golden grain per “euro” ratio, or at any “fraction” of golden “backing.” But, like
the “jewish”-Amerikan “dollar” of 1913-33, this debt-paper “euro” must eventually be devalued in
its golden grains (if it even has any) and must eventually drop, disclaim or disavow any golden
“backing” whatsoever—(not even at 1%, much less 15 to 30%).
But if the Gentile European citizen cannot exchange his paper “euros” for “central”
bankster gold, then this new “euro” is neither really nor truly golden nor “backed” (however
“fractionally”) by gold at all, is it?
And so we see the malevolent purpose and thieving intent of the “central” “jew(s)” is to
exchange their false “jewish” values for real Gentile values, i.e. to steal. As the thieving “jew’s’ ”
“paper-gold” (their false or fraudulent paper-promises to pay gold) used to be exchanged for real
and true Gentile gold, and as their worthless monopoly debt-tokens are to this day exchanged for
real and true Gentile values (goods, properties, services, labors, blood, sweat and tears), so now
the wily thief again pretends his debt-paper-tokens are golden. Here he again comes knocking
with his “paper-gold” to lend us. In fact he pays his perfidious parliament to (officially, “publicly,”
legislatively) force his “paper-gold” upon us.
When will the Gentiles ever learn from historical experience? When will they ever stop
believing, trusting or crediting these malevolent, perfidious, Satanic “jews” and their evil
monetary, economic and political “institutions”?
* * * * *
A “gold-backed” “euro,” they now dare say?
But I’ll bet this “golden” lure or guarantee is shiny but not real—promises but does not
deliver—glitters but is not gold. For I’ll bet you, dear Euro, that you cannot take your paper
“euros” to the (SuperNazi “jew”-owned?) “European central bank” to trade them in for golden
“euros”—nor even to trade 100 “euros” for only 15 to 30 golden “euros”—thus taking a 70 to 85%
“paper loss.”
(Again, are there any golden “euros”? Or how many grains or grams of gold lie in each and
every “euro”? None-o?)
But surely this brand-new “golden”-paper “euro” is never at any time convertible or
“redeemable” into real or true gold. And even the corporately masked, anonymous, and
irresponsible “European central” bank[ster]” admits as much—(through his official and/or
parliamentary agents). For it would be an impossible thing to deny, don’t you think?—as every
citizen would immediately know it was a golden lie as soon as anyone tried to “redeem” his
“paper-gold” “euro” into gold.
And so exactly what is the point, purpose and meaning of this alleged “fractional” golden
backing anyway?
Does its “paper-goldness” not seem to “justify” its being lent to the European public (via
“their” continental European parliamentary “representatives”—“their” imperial “public servants”)?
And is this “fractional” golden “backing” not also supposed to be a golden guarantee against
hyperinflation, (see Weimar Germany, 1919-23), because paper “euros” are supposed to be
limited in volume, amount or number by the (changing, fluctuating and manipulable) amount of
gold held (or claimed) by the “European” “central bank”?
* * *
But how does the Gentile European citizen know how much gold his anonymous “central”
“jewish” emperor holds at any given time? Must the citizen not accept his “royal” majesty’s word
for it, as he cannot possibly verify it for himself? Nor is there an independent citizens’ group to do
so for him? Surely not the European parliamentarians who legislatively yoked and damned all
European citizens under this “central” bankster “beast,” nor the more direct employees of this
bank(ster): his “central” herald, continental messenger or imperial spokesman, e.g.?
And surely any independent group for verification, inspection or investigation of “central”
bankster claims would have to be non-European. For how can any mere subject inspect or
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investigate his sovereign? Or what European individual or group could possibly be independent of
this very highest “European” power: its “central banking” crown, throne, scepter, king or
superstate emperor? (And surely this sovereign “central: throne is not European or Aryan at all,
but “jewish,” anti-Christian, anti-Gentile, Marxist or “communist,” “messianic” or Satanic.)
And the U.N. could not possibly serve either. For the U.N. is the Jew N., who, aside from
world-taxation and an imperial army to crush all national sovereignty, likewise crave to impose
an evil “jewish” debt-money upon all Gentile humanity.
And so all the Gentile world will have to take this anonymous, anti-Christ, “euro” emperor’s
word for the extent of his golden “backing”…or not.
* * *
And are the quantity of “euros” now going to fluctuate up and down according to the
amount of gold allegedly held by this imperial “central” bankster, this “RedShield,” so that he and
his SuperNazi bankster kindred can now continue their old predatory game of gold importation
and exportation: i.e. paper-money manipulation, multiplication, “inflation” and “deflation,”
“fractionally based” upon their variable, manipulable, “fraction” of golden “backing” for their
brand-new (and yet essentially old) debt-paper-“euro”?
Didn’t the Europeans learn their lesson about the fraudulent history of “jewish” “papergold”?
Again, if “once, shame on you,” perfidious “jew,” but if “twice, shame on me,” gullible
Gentile, for once again foolishly trusting this son of the father of lies. (John 8:44)
* * * * *
And besides, a 15% to 30% gold (or silver) backed money is therefore a 70 to 85% unbacked
paper or or “token” money. And so the new “euro” is a 70 to 85% token money.
And here’s the 10 zillion “euro” question: Is the new “euro” a debt-token or a debt-free
token money? Is it “centrally” loaned or spent into existence and circulation?
I’m betting my reputation it’s loaned and not spent. Would a “golden” paper-money be debtfree? Would any “jewish” money be debt-free or non-predatory?
And surely if it were debt-free or simply spend into circulation by a benevolent, European
“central bank” we’d all have heard about it by now. This banking benevolence would have been
shouted from the rooftops. But no, the monetary truth is kept hidden in the dark because the
“central” masters of the treacherous European parliament simply don’t want us to know their
“euro” is a debt-token, and a monopoly-debt-token, like their evil Amerikan “dollar.” Surely this
“euro” is loaned by the European “central” bank to the European parliament, to be extortionately
repaid (“principal” plus nonexistent “interest”) by the poor, fleeced and clueless Gentile European
citizenry. Again, I’m betting my international reputation on it.
Furthermore, I’ll bet you the owners of this new “European” “central bank” are none other
than the secret former owners of the former “central banks” of Europe, (Germany, France,
England, etc.)—the Rothschild’s and the other, related, supernational or SuperNazi “jewish”
bankster-families or dynasties, who yet still own the corporate “central” banks of “jewish”Amerika and elsewhere.
“Central” banks are evil “jewish” inventions, creations, perpetrations and predations. And
so how could any Gentile nation with (or rather under) a “central” bank not be a “jewish,” antiChrist or Satanist nation secretly possessed, animated, directed and controlled by a “central,”
“jewish,” anti-Christ or Satanic sovereign, and so, like “jewish”-Amerika and England, the
formerly great Britain, instigating and perpetrating world-wars and other great evils upon
(Gentile) humanity.
* * * * *
Again, the new “euro” is said to be from 15 to 30% “fractionally” golden or gold-“backed.”
And so, even if this new (and “jew”) “euro” shall remain “inflated” by no more than 6.66 times (at
15%) and no less than 3.33 times (at 30%) the alleged “fractional backing” of the “central”
banksters’ gold, THIS “FRACTIONAL” AMOUNT, STORE, “RESERVE” OR “BASIS” Of CENTRAL
“JEWISH” GOLD SHALL REMAIN EVER-VARIABLE, EVER-MANIPULABLE, EVER-CHANGEABLE,
EVER-VOLATILE, EVER-INCONSTANT!
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For, as always, gold remains “centrally” importable and exportable, depositable and
withdrawable. And there’s the “fractional” golden rub! And there’s your ever-recurrent and everpredatory “jewish” “business cycles,” with their cyclical “inflations” and “deflations”—those everrecurrent risings and fallings of their ever-inconstant, ever-fluctuating debt-paper money. And
again this is because this multiplicity of debt-paper-money is “fractionally” “backed” by (or
“based” upon) an ever-variable, ever-changing, ever-fluctuating, ever-inconstant, evermanipulated “base,” “reserve” or store of “central”-bankster gold (holdings or “hoardings”).
The larger this (ever-changeable, ever-manipulable) golden “basis,” the more paper-money
can thus be multiplee “based” upon it; and the smaller, the less. In other words, imagining an
upside-down pyramid, a top-stone or capstone of, say, 100x’s of gold, can (via fraudulent “jewish”
“banking practices”) “fractionally” “back” or “base” up to 10 times more inflated, irredeemable,
“paper-golden” “euros” than a golden capstone of 10x’s of gold can—and 20 times more papermoney that a of 5x’s capstone of gold can—and at whatever “fractional” percentage level of
irredeemable golden “backing” your banksters please, dictate, or are most pleased or profited to
dictate: i.e. 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30%, etc. Can you see that, dear reader?
And the anonymous and irresponsible or unliable “central” “European” banksters have
decreed they are most pleased or profited to have a variable, changeable, fluctuable, inconstant
or unstable golden “basis” for their irredeemable, debt-paper “euro.” (And so this shall of course
create, make or cause a variable, changeable, fluctuable, inconstant or unstable “euro.”) They say
the “fractional” golden “backing” or “basis” of this brand-new, irredeemable, debt-token
monopoly-money of theirs shall vary of fluctuate from 15 to 30%. For they shall vary or fluctuate
(i.e. manipulate) it so, and at the very least within those self-prescribed limits, if not far beyond,
i.e. below 15%. (And the anonymous “central” banksters would doubtless say (via their
sociopathic agents) that they need to thus vary, change or fluctuate their paper-money’s golden
“basis” in order to make it more stable, constant, changeless, unfluctuating. Or what “better” lie
could they possibly tell to “explain” or excuse their “central” manipulations?
And so there are two “golden” variables here: the amount of the “euro’s” golden “backing,”
and its golden percentage (from 15 to 30%). And will the imperious “central” banksters publicize
(daily or weekly) the variations in (i.e. their manipulations of) either “golden” variable? Don’t hold
your breath. But even if they did, could they be believed?
* * *
And so again, at any given time, who but the “central” banksters shall ever really know how
much gold truly “backs” their “irredeemable” “euro,” (and at what %)?
(And this again is a “jewish” oxymoron or contradiction in terms. You cannot have a
“backing” for an “irredeemable” paper-money. You can only have a “backing” for a redeemable or
convertible paper-money—and only so long as you, the bearer, can exchange these paperpromises for their alleged golden or silver “backing.”)
And if “public servants” should ever be publicly or electorally charged with verifying this
“central” golden “fraction” or “basis,” what else would or could they ever be but covert or secret
“central” bankster agents? Or what else would they officially report or publicly say but their
“central” master’s scripted words?
And why? Simply because now, as always, “The [‘public’–Ed.] borrower is servant to the
[‘central’–Ed.] lender.” (Proverbs 22:7) Because “he who pays the [‘public’–Ed.] piper calls the
[‘public’–Ed.] tune.” And/or because he who pays the “public servant” picks the “public servant.”
Just look around within every “central”-bankster’s monetary kingdom, realm or state:
There’s nothing and no one in (his) highest “public” offices but monetary/economic fools, political
prostitutes and public enemies. And the closer to the top of the official or state hierarchy, the
more and more this is so. And so I especially mean presidents, prime ministers and leaders or
“speakers” of parliament or congress. They are political prostitutes of “central” banksters, official
and professional “jew” suckers for hire, and public enemies in public office. Can you see that,
dear reader?
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And if they weren’t exactly what I say they are, then surely they’d be ceaselessly warning
“we the people” about this evil, malevolent, predatory, debt-, theft- and trap-money of these evil,
malevolent, predatory, SuperNazi “jewish” “central” banksters. Is this not so?
* * * * *
The corporately masked “central,” “jewish,” “European” bankster wants his Gentile,
European (monetary/political) subjects to believe his new “euro” coin or paper-currency is and
shall remain stable, constant, honest and trustworthy. Is this not his point and purpose in
proclaiming “golden backing” for his new debt-token, monopoly-money “euro?” Or do I
misunderstand this “RedShield”?
But surely his “euro” is not and cannot be stable nor constant. For it is and shall be as
variable (“inflatable” and “deflatable”) as its ever-variable golden “basis” and its variable
percentage of “backing” (from 15 to 30%). The “euro” is and shall remain as variable as the everchanging, ever-fluctuable, ever-manipulable size of that “fractionally” golden “basis” upon which
this debt-paper, monopoly-money house of cards is “centrally” professed to be “founded”—and
also as variable as that variable percentage of its “centrally” alleged “backing” (from 15 to 30%).
And again all without any independent citizen-verification of this most “royal” golden
claim—and without any “redeemability” of this “central” “paper-gold”! Will the “European”
“central” banksters ever tell their subjects the ever-changing size or weight of their alleged golden
“foundation stone,” and the ever-changing percentage(s) of its alleged “fractional backing”? And
could the Europeans ever safely trust or believed them if they did?
The golden size (of the “fraction” or basis”) of the “euro,” and the golden percentage (of its
“backing”—from 15 to 30%): These are two separate and independent variables! Two separately
and independently manipulable variables: Two different ways to “centrally” manipulate (increase
or decrease, “inflate” or “deflate”) the “euro.” Can you see that, dear reader? I certainly hope so.
* * * * *
And surely “RedShield’s” new “euro” is not trustworthy because it is dishonest, even
predatory, being a debt-money usuriously lent by the “central” bankster, and treacherously
borrowed into existence or circulation by a traitorous European parliament. Is this not precisely
so? Or do I misunderstand this brand-new “euro”?
And so for this reason also this “euro” is not stable, not constant, and therefore neither
reliable nor trustworthy. For (as a debt-money, and a monopoly-money) it shall contractually
need to be periodically returned to its only “central” source…and hence inevitable destination—
thus periodically leaving the Europeans without any money whatsoever to make their necessary
exchanges, trades, deals—unless their “representatives” or “public servants” in parliament
“centrally” borrow some more. And besides or atop all these “principal” loans, all (“centrally”) uncreated, un-lent and hence non-existent “interest” “euros” shall also be “centrally” demanded and
periodically “due.” And this is a clear and plain impossibility, and hence an obvious public,
national, supernational, continental, imperial or “beastly” monetary trap!
And so this periodic and “deflationary” loss, reduction, disappearance, evaporation or
“deflation” of all “principal” (& non-existent “interest”) “euros” clearly makes for an unstable or
inconstant “euro,” and hence an unreliable and untrustworthy “euro.” And the necessary new
borrowings of the European parliament from the “central” banksters in order to perpetuate this
monstrous fraud shall have the very opposite or “inflationary” effect, which shall also likewise
periodically and repeatedly change, vary or fluctuate (and hence destabilize) the amount, volume
or number (and hence the value) of the “euro”—according to the natural “law” of (monetary)
supply and demand.
* * * * *
Surely the “central,” SuperNazi bankster “jews” intend to do to the Europeans with their
“paper-gold” “euro” exactly what they did to the Americans with their “paper-gold” “dollar” from
1913 to 1933—when their “golden” money fraud was officially ended, due to this “jewish”
“dollar’s” inability to “redeem” itself. But surely it was irredeemable from its very beginning in
1913. For it was every moment an evil money or monetary evil, being an monetary offshoot,
creation and perpetration of a genetic evil. (John 8:44)
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But live and learn, the SuperNazi “central” “jews” now refuse to “redeem” this new debtpaper-money snare and bastard of theirs, even from its evil birth. And so their new “euro” brand
of fraudulent “paper-gold” can last much longer than their old “dollar” brand, mark or stamp.
And refusing to live and learn, the European Gentiles have unwisely or cowardly accepted
this “beastly” “mark” of this “beastly” anti-Christ. (Apo./Rev. 13:11-18) And I’ll bet you they’ll
regret that decision before too long, when they get to know the predatory “mark” of that antiChrist “beast” which their treacherous “jewish” parliament betrayed and sold them to.
* * * * *
What’s the matter with them? Have the Europeans forgotten the perpetual plot of Satan’s
“chosen people” against all Gentiles, all humanity?—and especially against Europeans, whom
the Satanic “jews” most slanderously and mass-murderously hate above all other Gentiles.
And why? For their unpardonable offense of being the “best of the Gentiles,” (see their
Satanic bible called “Talmud”), and therefore for being so good or Godly as to obstruct, oppose,
stand in the way or delay the eternally craved, “messianic” or Satanic world-kingdom of the
Devil’s “chosen people,”, the supernational or SuperNazi “beast” or empire of the anti-Christs,
their world-wide Marxist or “communist” super-state.
(So look out world, and all good or Godly Gentiles everywhere.)
From their Satanic “jewish plot against humanity,
The wheels of the machinery of all States are moved by the force of the engine, which
is in our hands, and that engine of the machinery of States is—Gold. [from protocol #5]
You [“jewish” initiates–Ed.] are aware that the gold standard has been the ruin of the
{Gentile–Ed.] States which adopted it, for it has not been able to satisfy the demands for
money, the more so that we have removed gold from circulation as far as possible. [protocol
#20]

Hence the mysterious and cyclical reductions, evaporations or “deflations” of all “jewish”
“paper-gold” money “fractionally” (or rather multiplee) “based” upon this variable, manipulable,
importable and exportable, depositable and withdrawable (or “removable”) “jewish” gold “basis.”
Do you understand?
In our hands is the greatest power of the day—gold: in two days we can procure from
our storehouses any quantity that we please. [pr. 22]

Hence the mysterious, cyclical increases, floods or “inflations” of all “jewish” “paper-gold”
money “fractionally” (or rather multiplee) “based” upon this variable, manipulable “jewish” gold
“basis.”
In our day the power which has replaced that of the rulers who were liberal is the power
of Gold. Time was when Faith ruled.... [pr. #1]

But faith still rules, as always, only the faith and the god has changed: from God to the
Devil; from Christianity to “jewism,” Satanism, Marxism or communism; from “royal” Gentile
leaders to “jewish” “central” banksters; from Christ to anti-Christ, and to Its “beastly” monopoly“mark” or “stamp,” (Apo./Rev. 13:4-18), and to Its slanderous, atrocious, poisonous war stories
against God, Lord Hitler, his good, patriotic and Godly Germans, and their nationalistic, anticommunistic European allies who faithfully fought (but lost) the good fight against Evil, Uncle
Satan, and Its anti-Christ allies.
A war, by the way, which is not over! (Apo./Rev. 10:11-21)
Again from Satan’s “chosen people’s” demonic plot against humanity:
In our hands is the greatest power of the day—gold: in two days we can procure from
our storehouses any quantity that we please.
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Surely there is no need to seek further proof that our rule is predestined by God?
[Surely, if “by God” the “jew” means Satan and/or the “jew” himself. (Apo./Rev. 2:9 & 3:9)–Ed.]
Surely we shall not fail with such wealth to prove that all the evil which for so many
centuries we have had to commit has served at the end of ends the cause of [our–Ed.] true
well-being—the bringing of everything into [our supernational or Supernazi, “messianic” or
Satanic, “jewish” “new world”–Ed.] order? Though it will be even by the exercise of some
violence [i.e. “inflations,” “depressions,” assassinations, usurpations, revolutions, world-wars,
mass-murders, etc., etc. etc.–Ed.], yet all the same it will be established. [pr. 22]

I.E., these Satanic “jews” present themselves as the (racial, social, political, monetary
and/or economic) “solution” to the (racial, social, political, monetary and/or economic) problems
they themselves deliberately create and perpetrate upon the Gentiles. And they are more than
capable of causing monetary/economic “depressions,” revolutions and wars, even world wars, to
“establish” their “messianic” or Satanic world-empire or “beast.”
Again from Des Griffin’s Fourth Reich of the Rich, p. 223,
… we presented the fully documented story of the rise and development of the top-secret
ILLUMINATI organization, the aim of which is to enslave all mankind in a worldwide
concentration camp euphemistically described as “The New World Order.” [See/hear the public
pronouncements of anti-Christ Amerikan presdident, George Bush Ist; also the Bilderbergs, the
FreeMasons, the Council on Foreign Relations, the United Nations Org., etc.–Ed.]
We also presented evidence that the real power behind this diabolical plot is an elite,
nefarious coterie—International Bankers and “intellectuals”—which fancies itself as being the
only one capable of ruling mankind. One of their agents, James Warburg, son of Paul M.
Warburg, organizer and one of the original board members of the “Federal” Reserve System
[inagurated in 1913 by anti-American president Woodrow Wilson and his anti-American or “jewish”
Congress–Ed.], had the audacity and arrogance to proclaim before the U.S. Senate on February
17, 1950: “We shall have world government whether or not we like it. THE ONLY QUESTION
IS WHETHER WORLD GOVERNMENT WILL BE ACHIEVED BY CONQUEST OR CONSENT.”

For they will have their “New [“jew”] World Order”—“religiously”craved by Satan’s
mutually-“chosen” bastards for centuries, even millenniums! (John 8:44)
And every Gentile worth his salt must see that they do not! (Matt. 5:13)
* * * * *
And so the SuperNazi anti-Christ presently intends, now as before, to use his gold or “paper
gold” to establish his “messianic,” Satanic or “communistic” world-dictatorship. So let’s not let the
Satanic bastard!
And again this brand-new, “jew,” “golden”-paper “euro” is neither golden, honest,
trustworthy nor true, because, dear European, you can’t ever “redeem” or “convert” it into real or
true money, i.e. gold. You can’t exchange this “central,” “golden,” “jewish” non-promise for any of
this “centrally” unpromised “jewish” gold.
And so the “central”-bankster’s brand-new “euro” is not even as good as his fraudulent old
“paper-gold”—which was at least occasionally or temporarily “redeemable” or convertible—as
within “jewish”-Amerika from 1913—23!
And so this debt-“paper-gold” “euro” is about as “golden” as the current debt-paper “dollar.”
Both are paper-promises to pay absolutely nothing at all “to the bearer upon demand”: no gold,
no silver, no nothing whatsoever. And so here alone the “central” bankster keeps his promise (to
pay nothing)!
* * * * *
And so the “euro,” by definition, is a token money, an intrinsically worthless money, a
cheap-metal or mere-paper money, like e.g. the “jewish”-Amerikan “dollar.”
And because a “legalized monopoly-money, officially dictated” or parliamentarily
“legislated,” therefore a command or “fiat” money.
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And because this “euro” is (“centrally”) loaned and/or (“publicly” or parliamentarily)
borrowed into existence, therefore it is the worst possible kind or species or money: a debt-token,
monopoly-money.
But as all fruit is and must be of its tree, what other kind or species of money could you
realistically expect from “RedShield” and co.? Or from what other species or kind of “human”
“tree” could you logically deduce such a thoroughly poisonous monetary “fruit,” but from the very
worst, most Satanic, most predatory, deceitful, murderous or mass-murderous sources or
origins?
And so perceive, dear European, that your new, “jew,” continental “euro” is really a debttoken monopoly-money, with all the attendant and unavoidable (economic/political) plagues
which every such theft- and trap-money deliberately, malevolently and predatorily brings in its
evil net and wake! To use it is to be trapped and abused by it, and hence by its creators, masters,
lenders, dastards, “central” “jews” and Satan’s bastards. (John 8:44)
And so for all these reasons and more, I warn you, dear European or Aryan cousin, not to
borrow, trust or credit this brand-new, debt-monopoly-money “mark” or “stamp” of your (and
God’s and Lord Adolf’s) Satanic racial enemies: the SuperNazi anti-Christs of the “sinagog of
Satan.” (Apo./Rev. 2:9 & 3:9)
For surely this new “euro” is merely yet another “jewish” monetary deceit, theft, fraud and
trap for Gentiles. And besides, what else but such evil fruit could ever come from the Devil’s tree?
* * * * *
Can you see the “beastly” money-trap yet? Can you smell the “central” “jewish” rat yet?
You’d better, for your sake, before its too late! If you (or your “representatives”) deal with the Devil
and/or Its demonic “chosen people,” you shall end up in their “jewish” hell on earth, their Satanic
or “messianic” kingdom, just like those debt-damned Amerikans, who therefore need to
(monetarily, economically, politically) “redeem” themselves by repudiating “their” “central”
banksters’ and puppet-gov’t’s “national debt,” thus absolving themselves from their (or their
“representatives”) (monetary and political) sin.
(“Take me to the river./ Drop me in the water, washing me down, washing me.”—(the
Talking Heads)
(You can lead a Amerikan jack-ass to water, but you cannot make him swim.)
And therefore European cousins, wake up! And cast away your treacherous “euros.” And if
ye be, like me, sufficiently silver- or goldless, then take ye up an honest (ample, stable, debt-free,
non-monopoly) token-money—not unlike that very one illustrated and suggested by that Troyan
writer, possessing or holding (and yet not hoarding) a goldless (and yet somewhat precious)
quantity of monetary common sense. (See The Monetary/Economic Problem.)
(Can you dig it, dear reader? I knew that you could.)
* * * * *

Europa and her “Beastly” Seducer,
Misleader and Traducer

See how Satan’s “jewish”-dragon or serpent gradually lead Europa, that dear, pure, trusting
Aryan maid, step by step down the dark path leading outside the garden of her innocence, purity
and independence toward sin, ignorance and bondage, into her unpayable “public” debt and
national or continental dispossession, into her monetary/political ignorance, bondage, ruination,
disease, decline, and deadly pallor? Snow White has unwittingly tasted the poison apple of the
poisonous “jew”-witch. She now lies under a dark “jewish” spell or stupor of ignorance,
listlessness, indolence, hopelessness and despair. Who has the antidote? Is there an antidote? Or
shall Europa die in her sins, her ignorance, and her hopelessness? (Let’s hope not!)
* * * * *
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Believe that first “paper-money” lie, my dear Europa, and the wily “jew” will tell you
another, and another, and another. For his lies and deceits are as false and limitless as his
“promissory” monetary “notes.”
First, to steal Gentile gold by exchanging his loaned-out golden promises for actual Gentile
gold, plus “interest,” the anti-Christ introduces his “fractionally backed” “paper-gold,”
“redeemable” or convertible into its golden promises…until its inevitable “inflation” beyond any
“redemption” whatsoever. And then those poor, trusting, gullible Gentiles holding those false,
“golden” “promissory notes” at last find out their true “jewish” worth—absolutely nothing.
* * *
And now we Gentiles all behold the “jew’s’ ” new brand of “paper-gold”—goldless even from
its very black birth! But at least from the start we all know its worth! (In angelic voice now, all
together: “Absolutely nothing whatsoever!”)
Question: Would or could this latter-day “irredeemable” “paper-gold” have been offered (by
“central” bankster “jews”) and accepted (by foolishly trusting Gentiles) before their former,
precedent and redeemable “paper-gold”? Methinks decidedly not, because the Gentiles wouldn’t
have trusted or accepted this latter, irredeemable, “paper-gold.”
(You’d think they would have learned from experience—even if they didn’t or don’t know
both “golden” moneys are both debt-moneys, and from the very same “central” “jewish” source,
and hence must both be false, untrustworthy, incredible. If, as their grandparents learned from
bitter experience, “redeemable” “paper-gold” is ultimately and inevitably worthless, if not false
from the very start, why then ever trust even for a minute non-redeemable “paper-gold”? It
doesn’t make any sense, does it? And yet they do trust this new, “jew,” golden,” “euro” money.
And so I must reluctantly and regretfully say, “Europa you ignorant slut!”)
And so gradually, carefully, step by step we see Evil’s mutually “chosen people” proceed
toward their “messianic” damnation and Satanic domination of all the Gentile nations.
(So why willingly go there, dear Gentiles? Why be misled, step by step, out of your natural,
national, sovereign gardens into a dark, “beastly,” SuperNazi world-empire of “communistic,”
“messianic” or Satanic “jews”?)
Is this not so? Or do I misunderstand Satan and Its mutually “chosen people”? Do I
misperceive and hence misrepresent God’s Enemy, the Dragon or Serpent, Its “chosen people,”
and Its/their “beastly” monopoly-money “mark” or “stamp”? (Apo./Rev. 20:1-2, 2:9, 3:9, 13:4 &
:11-18) Methinks not one whit.
* * * * *
First “redeemable” “paper-gold,” then irredeemable “paper-gold”! First worthless papermoney, cheap-metal or token-money, and then debt-paper or debt-token, monopoly-money! Step
by step “humanistic” demons are leading us into their “messianic,” Satanic or “communistic” hell
on earth!
And so what’s next down this dark and evil “jewish” trail of monetary deceit, monetary
fraud, national (and even supernational) monetary damnation and hence world domination of us
Gentiles?
Could it be a monopoly, debt-token, “credit”-money: A “money” so unreal, ethereal, false or
fictional it’s not even as real as paper, but merely numbers written in bankster “ledger”-books or
typed in bankster-computers?
Could it be a monopoly-credit-money “mark of the beast” placed within a computer chip
and coercively embedded beneath the skin of all Gentile or human subjects of this supernational
imperial or “jewish” “beast”—(perhaps inside their right hands)—to be therein scanned and
“debited” by the “credit” “processing,” computing and tracking machines of all the “licensed”
sellers of all the captive Gentile nations rotting within the imperial belly of this SuperNazi “jewish”
“beast”?
Will all other (i.e. non-“beastly”) sellers, buyers and free-traders be imperiously outlawed,
criminalized, persecuted or “prosecuted” as “black marketeers” for daring to trade freely,
undetected and unmonitored, without imperial “authority” nor “beastly” monopoly-money, out
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“beyond the pale” darkness of this SuperNazi “jewish” crown, scepter or throne, far beyond the
“central” “majesty” of that anti-Christ, “jew”-“beast” reigning thereupon?
And I beheld another beast…and he [“it”–By.] had two horns like a lamb, and he spake as
a dragon [“like a serpent”–By.].…And he doeth great wonders, so that he maketh [golden?–Ed.]
fire [or lightening–Ed.] come down from heaven in the sight of men. And deceiveth them that
dwell on the earth by (the means of) those [monetary?–Ed.] miracles which he had power to do
in the sight of the [first–Ed.] beast… [“And it exhibits great tokens, so as even to make fire come
down out of the sky to the earth before men. And it misleads those who live on the earth because of
the tokens that it is privileged to exhibit before the beast,”–By.]
…And he [“it”–By.] causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and bond, to
receive a mark [“stamp”–By.] in their right hand, or in [“on”–By.] their foreheads: And that no
man [“no one”–By.] might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or
the number of his name [“except one who has the stamp, the beast’s name or the number of its
name.”–By.]. Here is wisdom. Let him that hath undersanding [“intelligence”–By.] count the
number of the beast: for it is the number of a man, and his number (is) Six hundred
threescore (and) six. [Apo./Rev. 13:11, :13-14 & :16-18]

Again, could it be that this monopoly-paper-“money,” “mark,” or “stamp” of Satan’s
supernational or imperial “beast” may become or be officially replaced with mere “central” bank“credit” or “central” computer-“money”—thus officially counting or calculating, recording and
tracing all transactions among (and all movements of) all imperial subjects of this “beast” thus
forced to use (or thus willingly accepting) this “beastly” monopoly-money “mark” or “stamp,”—
something clearly impossible for any gov’t, throne or political “authority” to do whose subjects use
traditional kinds of money—whether “specie” (gold or silver coins) or token (cheap-metal or paper)
money.
Could this be a “beastly” monopoly-money “mark” or “stamp” whereby only those who
choose to sell their souls and bodies to Satan are not officially outlawed or starved into
(political/monetary/economic) submission or death? And do those self-damned souls prefer to
survive, to live, to betray God, themselves, their families, tribes, races and countrymen, to
prosper or even to rule for an hour with Satan SuperNazi “beast” (17:12)—rather than to be
unemployed and unpaid by it, or “unlicensed” or officially banished from its pseudo-almighty
presence?
For again, “no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast,
or the number of his [“its”–By.] name.”
Does the “beast” have a number (666)? Or must every one be numbered by the beast before
he can “legally” buy or sell within its imperial marketplace? Or both?
* * * * *
And could this “beastly” number refer to the “federal,” super-state or imperial “socialsecurity number” “issued” to all Amerikan citizens?—(and imperiously instituted, by the way, by
“jewish”-Amerikan president Rosenvelt in 1935.) And if so, then aren’t all the citizen-slaves of
“Uncle” Satan the “dragon,” Its “false prophet” (19:20), and Its “beast” all numbered at birth?—or
perhaps later when they first try to find work? Aren’t these “federal” “social security” numbers in
fact imperial or super-state permits “federally” required by “Washington” D.C. from all American
citizens to thus gain the “right” to work within Amerika? For they have no natural nor God-given
right (to work within Amerika)? Aren’t Americans denied work or even persecuted (“prosecuted”)
as criminals (“tax evaders,” etc.) for the “crime” of having no “social-security number”?—i.e. no
“federal” work permit or right to work?—no imperial, super-state or “federal” citizen, taxpayer,
worker or slave number?
Shall every seller of his labor, produce or products without such a “beastly” “mark” or
“stamp” be denied entrance to the imperial marketplace or officially banished therefrom?—thus
either starving or producing and trading “criminally” via “specie” (gold or silver coin) or via
bartering (thing for thing and/or service for service), and thus having all his transactions
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unrecorded, unmonitored, untracked (and untaxed) by the super-state or super-national “beast,”
and hence paying no imperial, “beastly” or “federal” taxes?
(And if lacking sufficient gold or silver coin, hopefully these non-subjects of this world
“beast” or empire of Satan “the dragon” will have sufficient wisdom, ability and courage to create,
use and circulate a token-money of their very own brand or stamp, and hopefully an honest
(ample, stable, debt-free) token-money.)
* * *
And shall this theoretically embedded money-“mark” or “credit-chip” of this imperial,
SuperNazi “jewish” “beast” be (as today) the only “money” officially allowed: a “fiat” or monopolymoney without which “no one might [“legally”–Ed.] buy or sell”?
And if so, shall this occur because (as today) Gentile nations and individuals are too weak,
too divided, too cowardly and/or too ignorant to create and employ their very own (honest, ample,
stable, debt-free, non-monopoly) token-money?
(“My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge.”—Hosea 4:6)
And at that most “beastly” or Apocalyptic time, shall most of the property of God’s globe (as
at present) have been purchased or bought, stolen or robbed (“foreclosed,” etc.) via the “beast’s”
monopoly-money or “mark”? And shall the Gentile world at that most “beastly” have been
invaded, conquered and hence captured by this imperial “jewish” “beast” via world-wars
instigated and waged for its benefit and at its command by the “beast’s” lackey nations (or
empires) who’ve “accepted its [monopoly-money] mark”—like e.g. “jewish” Britain and/or antiChrist Amerika?—wars and world-wars which are the periodic and mass-murderous “harvests” of
Satan’s SuperNazi “jewish” “bankers,” banksters, frauds and counterfeiters, debt-token
monopoly-“money” creators, printers, lenders and usurers?
And as the Devil and Its demonic kindred (Apo./Rev. 13:4, 20:2, 2:9 & 3:9) are
characteristically never satisfied with their ill-gotten gains, with all their supernational, imperial
or “beastly” power and property, perhaps they may soon seek even greater control and power over
God’s globe by issuing (or maybe even imposing, coercing or enforcing) personalized, numbered,
“scan-able” and trackable “credit” or “debit” cards to all citizens who would “worship” (belong to,
submit to, obey and serve and “pledge allegiance” to) their imperial “system,” their supernational
“authority,” their SuperNazi empire or “beast.”
And hopefully not, but perhaps a personalized, numbered and “scan-able” computer chip
will eventually be implanted within the flesh of all such human or Gentile slaves, “goyim,”
livestock, or “cattle” thus (monetarily, economically, politically and worshipfully) employed by or
trapped within the nasty belly of this SuperNazi “beast,” this anti-Christ empire of Satan the
“serpent” or “dragon” (13:4 & 20:2), and “administered” by who or what else but Its mutually
“chosen people”? (2:9 & 3:9)
* * * * *
And so is this final “mark of the beast” to be some totally nonexistent and imaginary “credit
money,” still formally extant as an “image” perhaps, like the present “bank-credit” “dollar,” but
otherwise extant only within its “beastly” computing machines, its flesh-implanted computer
chips, within the predatory minds and deceitful tongues of its “beastly” “jewish”-bankster creators
and imposers, and within the credulous or terrified heads of its “beastly” Gentile dupes, fools or
captives?—therein and thereby accepted, believed or credited to be real and true (and monopoly)
“money”? And by this Satanic acceptance, reception, faith or submission, “allegiance,” reverence
or “worship” of this, “messianic” or Satanic “jewish” “beast,” anti-Christ its “image” and/or its
debt-token (or debt-“credit”) monopoly-money “mark,” the Gentile believers or “worshippers”
thereof thereby damn their bodies and souls, and thus (monetarily, economically and politically)
condemn themselves and their children. (19:20)
(It matters what we Gentiles think, believe, assume, accept, receive. So think smart and
think free, and your body will follow.)
* * * * *
And so will we Gentiles “progress” down Satan’s “jewish” path of deceit and damnation from
an ephemerally redeemable “paper-gold,” to a eternally irredeemable “paper-gold” to an entirely
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imaginable or fictitious “paper-gold”? Or else from a “golden” paper debt-token to a goldless
paper-token to a non-paper “credit” token? (Let’s not and say we did!)
For surely all “progressive” forms of such thoroughly evil money is (and should be)
irredeemably damned. And surely they must also be the product of Evil’s demonic breed—as
surely as all (Godly, Satanic or mediocre) fruit is and must be of its tree. To eat thereof is to be
spiritually poisoned. And to believe therein is to worship or revere the Devil, Its “chosen people,”
and Its “image” printed or stamped upon Its “beastly” monopoly-money, “mark” or “stamp.” And
to thus worship and serve Evil is to damn oneself—not necessarily to eternal “torment” or
“torture,” but to eternal death. And that’s punishment enough, don’t you think? But that’s not
what it says, is it?
And the third angel followed them, saying with a loud voice, If any man worship the beast
and his [“its”–By.] image, and reveive his mark [“taking a stamp on”–By.] in his forehead, or in
his hand, The same shall drink of the wine of the wrath of God, which is [“mixed undiluted in”-By.]
poured out without mixture into the cup of his indignation [“anger”–By.]: and he shall be tormented
[“tortured”–By.] with fire and brimstone [“sulfur”–By.] in the presence of the holy angels, and in the
presence of the Lamb. And the smoke of their [“torture goes up”–By.] torment ascended up for ever
and ever: and they have no rest day nor night, who worship the beast and his image, and
whosoever receiveth the mark of his name [“whoever takes the stamp of its name”–By.]. Here
is the patience of the saints [“endurance of God’s people”–By.]: here are they that keep the
commandments of God, and the faith of Jesus. [Apo./Rev. 14:9-12]
And the first [angel–Ed.] went [out of the heavenly temple–Ed.], and poured out his vial [of
God’s wrath–Ed.] upon the earth; and there fell a noisome and grievous sore upon the men which
had the mark of the beast, and (upon) them which had worshipped his image. [Apo./Rev. 16:2]
[“And the first went and poured out his saucer on the earth, and it becamse a rank
malignant sore on the men who had the beast’s stamp and who did reverence to its image.”–
By.]
And the beast was taken, and with him the false prophet that wrought miracles before him,
with which he deceived them that had received the mark of the beast, and them that
worshipped his image. These both were cast alive into a lake of fire burning with brimstone. And
the remnant wer slain with the sword of him that sat upon the [white (19:11-15)–Ed.] horse, which
(sword) [of truth–Ed.] proceeded out of his mouth: and all the fouls were filled with their flesh.
[Apo./Rev. 19:20-21]
[“And the beast was captured, and with it the pretended prophet who did before it the tokens
by which he misled those that took the beast’s stamp and did reverence to its image : the two
were thrown alive into the lake of fire that burns with sulfur; and the rest were killed by the rider’s
sword that came out of his mouth, and all the birds gorged on their flesh.”–By.]

And is this revered or worshipped “image” of this Apocalyptic “beast” not (as of old) to be
“marked,” “stamped” or imprinted upon his or its “beastly” or imperial monopoly-money?
Then went the Pharisees, and [“laid a plot for entrapping him in talk”–By.] took counsel how
they might entangle him in (his) talk. And they sent out unto him their disciples with the
Herodians, saying, Master, we know that thou art true, and teachest the way of God in truth,
neither carest thou for any (man): for thou regardest not the person of men. [“and care for nobody,
for you do not look at men’s faces;”—By; (as in men’s facades, masks, pretensions, offices?)–Ed.] Tell
us therefore, What thinkest thou? Is it lawful to give tribute [“pay taxes”–By.] unto Caesar, or
not? But Jesus perceived their wickedness [“discovering their rascality”–By.], and said, Why tempt
(ye) me [“Why are you trying tricks on me”–By.], (ye) hypocrites? Show me the tribute money
[“coin for the taxes.”–By.]. And they brought unto him a penny [“denaris”–By.; (a Roman silver
coin)–Ed.]. And he saith into them, Whose (is) this image and superscription [“this portrait and
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this inscription”–Ed.]? They say unto him, Caesar’s. Then saith he unto them, Render
therefore unto Caesar the things which are Caesar‘s; and unto God the things that are God’s
[“Then pay what is Caesar’s to Caesar and what is God’s to God.”–By.]. [Matthew 22:15-21]

And if you substitute the current (yes current, present, extant) “messianic,” Satanic,
imperialistic, supernational or SuperNazi “jew” “beast” of Jew York City (and its Jewnignted
Nations) for this ancient Caesar of imperial Rome, do you not then have the present, current,
“beastly,” Apocalyptic, monetary truth and reality?
Has Satan’s whore-queen of Babylon and Jerusalem not historically moved from Rome to
Jew York City, Amerika (and back to Jerusalem)?
(See “The Imperial World-Bank and ‘Beastly’ Monopoly-Money of the Jewnighted Nations
(?)” below.)
And by the way, if the dead American presidents (Jackson, Lincoln, Jefferson and
Washington, not forgetting non-president, Benjamin Franklin) could see the use their “jewish”
enemies have made of their images, their likenesses and their reputations to thus legitimize this
fraudulent, anti-Christ, debt-token monopoly-money by which their beloved country and state of
liberty was thus deceived, defrauded, conquered destroyed and enslaved, would they’d not come
out of their graves enraged and screaming at their exploitative and defamatory racial and spiritual
enemies?
* * * * *
Once again from Satan’s mutually “chosen people’s” plot against God and all humanity:
…it is probably all the same to the world who is its sovereign lord, whether the head of
Catholicism or our despot of the blood of Zion! But to us, the Chosen People, it is far from being
a matter of indifference.
…Per Me reges regnant. “It is through me that Kings reign.” And it was said by the
prophets that we were chosen by God Himself to rule over the whole earth. God has endowed
us with genius that we may be equal to our task.
[I.E. it’s all God’s divine purpose and intention, not their own and their father’s. (John 8:44)
Do you too believe in Satan’s “chosen people,” dear reader? Are you too a “worshipper” of this
SuperNazi, anti-Christ, “Zionist” “beast”? God forbid!–Ed.]
Were genius in the opposite [i.e. Godly and Gentile–Ed.] camp it would still struggle against
us, but even so a newcomer is no match for the old-established settler; the struggle would be
merciless between us, such a fight as the world has never yet seen. [See e.g. “jewish” England
verses Napoleon Bonaparte or “jewish”-Amerika and England verses Adolf Hitler (and hence World
War II)–Ed.] Aye, and the genius on their side would have arrived too late. The wheels of the
machinery of all States are moved by the force of the engine, which is in our hands, and that
engine of the machinery of States is—Gold. [pr. 5]

And there are some foolish friends and misleading enemies who presently preach a return
to the “gold standard” via “fractionally backed” “paper-gold,” like the present “euro”?
But was it not was by way or road of just such a “paper-gold” that we arrived in this
hellish, Satanic, “jewish” state wherein we find ourselves today? Did the inevitable and
predictable failure of that fraudulent, “central” bankster’s’ “paper-gold” in 1933 not lead directly
to the official inauguration and reign of his “beastly” debt-token, monopoly-money from that day
unto this? Was this latter, fraudulent, “central” money not the “central” substitute for this former
fraudulent “central” money, this “paper-gold”? You can’t possibly escape the Devil’s (monetary,
economic, political) damnation by taking the “golden” road which leads therein.
Do you smell “your” “centrally”-shielded red-rat bankster yet, dear European? For such is
the nature and character of this “central,” anti-Christ, SuperNazi “beast” and its debt-token,
monopoly-money “mark”—a Satanic “jewish” conception, creation, imposition and perpetration
upon the Gentiles. (Apo./Rev. 13:11-18) Is all this not precisely so? Or am I mistaken?
And so the monetary solution, dear reader, is not yet more fraudulent money, or a return to
an earlier fraudulent money (such as this “paper-gold” “euro”), but honest money now and at last
before into the pit we’re irredeemably cast. (See The Economic/Monetary Problem and Solution.)
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Can you dig (your way our of) it?
* * * * *
Like a letch misleading a maid down some dark garden path into sin, Satan’s demons have
been and are continuing to mislead us Gentiles step by step into their Marxist, “communist”
“jewish” hell on earth, into their supernational state, their Satanic world-kingdom, their
“messianic” empire or SuperNazi “beast.” (So let’s not go there.)
Is in not precisely via their evil, Satanic or “beastly” “money” (and the traitorous whores
and wars they bought with it) that they have historically acquired so much property and power
over us all? And so maybe we Gentiles should perhaps stop believing, crediting, revering or
worshipping their “beastly” monopoly-money, “mark” or “stamp”!
Just a thought, just a suggestion. What do you think, dear reader?
* * * * *

My Dear Europa,
“My, my, my, my Europa,”
What ever happened to those former days when European crowns, kings and queens were
truly European, Aryan and Christian—and hence (at least to some degree) were faithful stewards
of God’s earthly kingdom?—instead of being false, hypocritical, demonic pretenders to His
throne—like that eternal “false prophet” way down there in Rome. (Matt. 24:45-51; Apo./Rev.
13:11-16, 19:20 & 20:10)
What ever happened to all those European kings and queens, like Isabella of Spain, who
were (at least to some degree) faithful shepherds of God’s beloved sheep? I mean real and actual
protectors of God’s European children against human wolves: i.e. anti-Christs, Roman Catholics,
Mohammedans, “jews,” usurers, “Marxists,” “communists” and all other deceivers, predators and
plunderers. For these faithful (and hence truly “royal”) shepherds were not (like today’s
“European” leaders) the secret agents, appointees or nominees of these very enemies of God and
of His earthly kingdom—who, although the anti-Christ murderers and usurpers of the Lord (Matt.
21:33-46), yet blasphemously claim and pretend to this very day to be His “chosen people” and
His earthly heirs—as if they and their demonic kindred could forever kill God and forever keep
Him dead. (John 8:44 & 10:17-18)
The evil power of the world-wide sinagog of Satan is over God’s usurped earth, and over
earthly life and death, but not over Life Himself. (Apo./Rev. 2:9 & 3:9 & Matt. 10:25-28) Satan’s
“royal” or “central” demons rule via the power of their Satanic lies, deceits, and pretensions, and
hence by the stupidity or faith of their dupes and fools, and by the vice of their evil or “beastly”
money, and by all things which such evil money can buy: mass-media, real estate, mercenaries,
etc.—and especially those traitorous, demonic “Gentile fronts” who sit as Judas goats and “public
servants” within their “jewish” masters’ “public” offices—who and which have thus replaced the
murdered and usurped Gentile kings and their demolished thrones.
(The Germans, e.g., haven’t had a truly pro-German leader since Hitler, or rather Doenitz.
Nor the French since Napoleon. Is this not so?)
Surely these “royal” or “central” anti-Christian masters and their traitorous (presidential,
parliamentary and judicial) servants shall each receive their due reward when Justice at last
comes to one and all. (Apo./Rev. 22:12; Luke 19:12-15 & :27)
Were the old, former crowned heads of Europe, both Gentile and Christian, not chopped off
into bloody baskets, etc. by their blood-red “jewish” assassins and murderers, successors and
usurpers?—by that interlocked, supernational conglomerate or SuperNazi cabal of “central
banking” corporations?—those most nasty dynasties—anti-God, anti-Gentile anti-Christian and
anti-hunanity—yet still reigning to this dark day over my yet still prostrate, plundered, bleeding,
bound and ravished queen, Europa?
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Will this ever forever do for me or you, my dear Europa? Would you like to remain where
you have fallen? Or would you like a hand back up upon your royal mount again? What color is
he now, my queen?
Who was your very last good-shepherd or Christian king to expel many (if not most)
predatory “jews” or anti-Christ wolves out of his Godly European kingdom?
And how then do you honor him, my dear Europa?
Or have you too become an anti-Christ traitor or “jewish” whore? (But Heaven forbid and
bar the door!)
* * * * *
But for truth’s sake I must say to you, my dear Europa: Many of your citizens have
extremely bad judgment and taste (almost as bad, “jewish,” anti-Christian or Satanic as “jewish”Amerikan tastes) to have rejected, derided, expelled and even slandered Lords Napoleon and Adolf
(as if the Devil Itself). And all in favor of and preference for the Devil Itself, and hence Its
“beastly,” SuperNazi, imperialist or “communist” “red” spawn; their anti-Christian, anti-Euro,
anti-Aryan, “central” bankster dynasties; and hence their treacherous “central” Gentile fronts,
official puppets, and public enemies within your highest public offices!
And so many a Satanic European bastard has gotten exactly what he and his fathers so
fervently prayed and so vehemently fought for: The rule or overlordship of Satan’s “chosen
people.” Is this not so?
Do you not yet know your evil masters by their dark and bitter fruits, their malevolent
deeds, their harmful impact upon you and yours?
And was that, is that, not in the worst possible (spiritual, racial, political, economic,
monetary) taste?
You don’t know what good you’ve got ’till it’s (or he’s) gone.
And so be careful what you or your citizens desire, my dear Europa, ’cause you or they
might just get what you wish for (once more). (Luke 19:12-15 & :27)
See how these traitorous public enemies within your highest “public offices” presently reign
over you, my dear Europa, imposing and enforcing the malevolent designs of their Satanic
masters upon you and yours: the “Balkanization,” Negriodization, bastardization and
degeneration of your Aryan races; their predatory debt-token, monopoly-money, and the cyclical
economic trips and traps such evil money facilitates; and all those Satanic “jewish” deceits,
slanders and persecutions against “the best of [your] Gentiles.” See how your religious, genetic
and Satanic enemies rail and persecute those Gentiles among you good enough to tell the truth
about “Uncle” Satan’s world wars against you, my dear Europa, and even those who merely
(publicly) question, doubt or disbelieve their false and slanderous anti-historical dogmas: their
hateful, venomous, atrocious, poisonous war stories; their genocidal hate propaganda against
those “best of [your] Gentiles” who must always and everywhere and by definition oppose such
intolerant evils and their perpetrators; and yes even in modern day Europa.
For a genuine shepherd defends his or her flock (against Satan’s “humanistic” or
“communistic” wolves in sheep’s or shepherds’ clothing). (John 10:11-14 & Matt. 7:15-20) And a
true “royal” defends his or her Lord’s subjects (from His Enemy’s demonic, “messianic” or Satanic
bastards). (John 8:44)
And so which are you, my once (and future?) dear Europa : a loyal Aryan Christian queen
or an official anti-Christ racial traitor? A pure, royal, Aryan-Christian maid or a “jewish” “public
servant,” political prostitute and/or whore?
* * * * *
Not to change the subject, my dear Europa, but take a look, if you will, at the chart before
you showing the declining debt-paper or debt-token-currencies of the 20th century. And all of
them falsely claimed to be gold!
It is from an independent (and trustworthy) American source from western Massachusetts:
the aforementioned American Institute for Economic Research. (The AIER Chart Book, 1999, p. 7)
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And so once again for all to see, each monetary fruit is of its tree.
(Editor’s note: I don’t know about the yen nor any “implicit price deflator for U.S. GDP,”
though I’ve heard of “Gross National Product” or GNP. Certainly Japan did not have a “jewish”
“central bank.”)
This chart starts in 1913, the year of the enthronement of the “jewish”-Amerikan central
“bank”(sters).
These falling paper-moneys (with one exception) all claimed all the while to be golden. But I
guess they weren’t so golden after all, were they? Just see them fall against the (stable) value of
gold—the very thing (with one exception) they all the while piously pretended to be.
Gold did not fall; but these “paper-golds” did. Gold is the standard of stability.
Note how the Swiss franc did best, losing about 80% of its value or “purchasing power”
from 1913 (1.0) to 1999 (0.2).
* * *
(“But if gold is stable, as you say, then why does it range within this chart from down
around two-fifths (0.4 in 1970) to up to 3.5 times (1980) its value or ‘purchasing power’ in
1913?”)
Gold is said to be most stable or unchanging thing on earth, whose value over time
therefore varies least of all other earthly things. Gold is said to remain equal to itself over time.
But here gold is measured over time against other things, variable things, various “paper-gold”
moneys, and first and foremost, American “paper-gold.” And so I would guess the variation here is
almost entirely in these various “paper-golds,” and not in gold itself.
(But note how one currency follows gold exactly. Whose then could that currency possibly
be?)
Paper can lie as well as you or I that it is gold or “good as gold.” But gold cannot lie that it
is gold or “good as gold.” (And if it could we’ve be fools to believe it.) But here in this chart we all
can see how much these “paper golds” lied indeed. See how far they all fell below gold, except one.
But that’s to be expected, isn’t it? For he who has gold pays gold. And he who lends gold
lends gold. But he who lends “paper-gold” and demands gold (“principal” & “interest”) in return is
clearly a gold thief, crook and/or (“foreclosing”) robber, who therefore cannot and should not ever
be trusted, believed nor credited.
And so, with the exception of the yen, these “paper-golds” fell so miserably short of gold
because their various crowns (or “central banking” corporations—who are really not so various at
all, being the interbred or inbred descendants of their Satanic “RedShield” patriarch and his antiChrist kindred) kept printing and loaning their false and empty “paper-gold” promises to their
various national puppet-governments for them to spend in the eternal “messianic” or Satanic war
of their anti-Christ or “jewish” masters against God and humanity, truth and justice, peace and
(Gentile) prosperity.
* * *
In fact it wasn’t until 1913 and the inauguration/coronation of the “jewish”-Amerikan
“central” banksters that they and their “European” brothers or cousins could launch their first
world war against Germany. For this first imperial “jewish” atrocity against Europe was
“financed” by this brand-new “central” “Federal Reserve” bank of Amerika, and was thus largely
paid for (in treasure and some blood) by the stupid, docile and demonically dutiful Gentile
American taxpayers—who are clearly incapable of learning from experience or history.
(For obedience to their “Uncle” Satan is no virtue at all, but a most vicious and massmurderous vice. But they don’t think so. These first-class Amerikan morons think they’re most
“patriotic.” They’re convinced their imperialism or SuperNazism is “patriotism” and “liberation.”
(See their “liberation” of eastern Europa, e.g. And why don’t they liberate themselves first?—(Matt.
7:1-5)
And why do Americans believe they are “patriotic liberators”? Because they want to, and
because they’re possessed by their “Uncle” Satan, Its “chosen people,” and their mass-media
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monopoly in American (and elsewhere). (Have you never heard that Evil or the Devil cannot take
or possess you unless you willingly give yourself over to It?) And so look out world, here come the
“Yanks”!—or rather the yanked, the Satanically puppeted, controlled, zombied, possessed!)
And after their first world “war to end all wars” and/or “to make the world safe for
democracy,” the supernational central banksters then lopped off all Germany’s colonies,
dismembered the country within the continent and gave the parts away, and starved and looted a
defeated, prostrate and truncated Germany. The “jewish” SuperNazis demanded their
astronomical “war reparations” (booty, plunder, tribute) at their Versailles (Paris, France)
convocation. And they had their “German” “central” bank branch (and cousin) print up all “papergolden” “marks” they demanded. And so, as malevolently intended, the “mark” therefore
plummeted against real and true gold (and all the other “paper-golds” besides) into an abyss of
complete and total worthlessness. (See chart.)
For monetary creation or “inflation” is the Achilles’ heel of all token-moneys. And “papergold” is (not gold but) paper, and therefore token-money. “Paper-gold” (such as this “German”
mark) is merely paper promising gold. And “jews’” papers can lie as well as “jews’” tongues, maybe
even better, because Gentiles might not know the lying “central” “jewish” source of the paper.
* * *
In January 1919 an ounce of silver cost 12 “paper-gold” “German” “marks” and an ounce of
gold cost 170.
In September 1922 an ounce of silver cost 1,899 “paper-gold” marks and an ounce of gold
cost 30,381.
On August 7, 1923 an ounce of silver cost 4,273,875 marks and an ounce of gold cost
68,382,000.
And on November 30, 1923 an ounce of silver cost 543,750,000,000 marks and an ounce of
gold cost 87,000,000,000,000.
(Source: Peter Kershaw’s booklet, Economic Solutions…, 2nd Ed., 1997, p. 13.)
* * *
From 170 to 87,000,000,000,000 “marks” within three short years. That’s “inflation” for
you. Or that’s what “inflaters” can do to you.
170 “marks” in Jan. 1919 had the value or “purchasing power” of 87,000,000,000,000
“marks” in Nov. 1923. In other words, it took 87,000,000,000,000 of the latter to buy what 170 of
the former could buy three years before: an ounce of gold. And yet all the while this “mark” (or
rather its “central” banksters) claimed to be golden or “good as gold.” They weren’t. They were
“jews.”
And so that’s what happened to the “paper-gold” “mark” of the “jewish” “central” bank of
Germany after the first world war of the SuperNazi “jews” against that leading and excellent
Gentile race and nation. And then, as malevolently planned, as surely as they knew what their
“hyperinflation” would do to their “German” “mark,” these “jewish” “central” banksters and their
predatory kindred then poured into Germany with all their various foreign “paper-golds” to buy
up that monetary/economically sabotaged nation for a “dime, a nickel or a penny on the dollar.”
Is this not so?
(And in this monetarily or economically predatory vein, don’t miss “Moses’ Story of ‘Joseph,’
the Predatory ‘Hebrew’ ‘Speculator,’” below. For the “Hebrew” leopard has evidently not changed
its predatory spots since the time of Moses.)
And all those “jews” who ceaselessly accuse Lord Hitler of robbing “jewish” gold,
businesses, property or art-work never mention this little episode in the history of Germany and
of “jewish”-German relations. Do you notice that? To this day they yet demand “reparations.” Is
this not so? And yet if accounts of racial offenses were truly added up, or justice were truly
sought and found, then who would owe whom, and how much?—or which race or nation would
owe which, and how much?
* * *
And yet there was one monetary exception to this “golden” rule of the declining value of
“paper-gold” money over time. Can you find it?—or rather him?
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It was the one paper- or token-money which (after 1933) did not claim to be “paper-gold” at
all. And so, unlike all the others, it never lied about its real and true value. And yet it was the
only one that was truly “good as gold”! (Go figure!) Is that paradoxical, or merely Gentile?
It was (at least after 1933) the truly German replacement of the “jewish” “German” “mark”
which was printed, created or “inflated” into worthlessness by the “jewish” “central” crown as part
of their monetary, economic and political attack, destruction, plunder and dispossession of that
Gentile nation. And why they decided to have a genuine “paper-gold” between the introduction of
their new “German” “Reichsmark” in 1924 and their dismissal by Lord Hitler nine years later in
1933, is something you’d have to ask them. But as with the instability of their earlier “mark,” you
can be sure this stability of their “Reichsmark” wasn’t at all for the good of Germans or Germany.
Yet can see from the chart how this “Reichsmark” closely follows, mirrors or shadows gold.
Like the Swiss “franc” until 1936, this paper-money was obviously closely tied to gold, both by the
pre-Hitler (or Weimar) government, whose central “jewish” masters had “inflated” its predecessor
into worthlessness, and by Lord Hitler’s government in Berlin. This honest money “mark” of the
German Reich existed between 1924 and its violent discontinuance in 1945 by the victoriously
“allied” “jewish” “central” banksters—(as if they were ever unallied or divided).
(See The Economic/Monetary Problem: “On ‘Honest’ Abe & Lord Adolf’s Shining but shortlived ‘Cities on a Hill’ ” for their real and true motives, intentions and purposes.)
* * *
But naturally, characteristically and of course, their intentions weren’t at all what they said
they were. For Darkness never comes into the light to show Its true self and colors to one and all.
It fact Darkness characteristically pretends to be Light itself. (2 Cor. 11:14) (For what better
disguise? Or what better lie? Or how could the Gentile public possibly be more distracted or
further removed, distanced or estranged from the truth?)
And so naturally, characteristically and as always Satan’s “chosen people” blasphemously
claim and pretend to be God’s.
And so if Darkness is to be publicly seen at all, It must be exposed by something or
someone other than Itself—something or someone most enLightened, un-“kosher” or anti“jewish”—like God. (John 8:44 & 3:19-20)
And Darkness also characteristically slanders or casts Itself upon Its opponents—accusing,
condemning and persecuting Godness and Light for their Dark sins. (John 8:48) See/hear e.g.
their ceaseless, strident and slanderous accusations against Gentiles of “holocausting,”
“genociding” or “mass-murdering” (civilians, captured soldiers) them. (But for the truth, which is
the exact opposite, look in the upcoming Political Appendix for On Recognizing (Demonic)
Terrorists (through their Slanderous Masks): “Allied” Terror-Bombing during W.W. II)
And so the bloody, Satanic, mass-murderous “jewish” Wolf pretends to be the poor,
bloodied, victimized Lamb hanging upon a Christian cross. What else? What else can be expected
from Satan’s spawn but a complete reversal of truth and falsehood, Light and Darkness, Victim
(or victims) and victimizers? For such is the method of the Devil, the Slanderer, the Murderer, the
Father of lies and Patriarch of darkness, and hence of Its demonic descendants. (John 8:44)
* * *
But here the true and “central” purpose of (anti-Christ & SuperNazi) Darkness was to wipe
out all honest money (and therefore Gentile money) from the face of their Godless, Lightless
“jewish” earth. And it was to destroy Lord Adolf’s European kingdom of Light. And the SuperNazi
mission of Satan’s “allied” anti-Christs was accomplished—with the especially Satanic, massmurderous and slanderous assistance of anti-Christ Amerika and Britain.
(See how their evil “jewish” money keeps falling over time, and will continue to do so. For it
is the nature of the SuperNazi “beast” and “its,” “his” or their predatory monetary “mark.”)
* * * * *
From the aforementioned Fourth Reich of the Rich by Des Griffin, p. 263,
I shall even say that Hitler had been lucky; he had almost no gold and for that reason he
was not tempted to create a gold reserve. Insofar as he only possessed a full monetary
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guarantee of technical equipment and colossal working capacity of the Germans, his “gold
reserve” was technical capacity and work…, something so completely counter-revolutionary
[i.e. anti-“jew” world-conquest, and hence pro-worker and pro-Gentile–Ed.], that, as you already
see, he has by means of magic, as it were, radically eliminated unemployment among more
than seven million technicians and workers.

(So “What’s it all about, Alphie?”)
Lord Hitler booted the “central” banksters off the national German throne, and, like
president Abraham Lincoln “four score” years before him, Adolf printed and spent into circulation
his very own “unbacked” and “irredeemable” debt-free, paper-money. (The poor, looted Germans
had no gold to “fractionally back” this money even if they or their Leader wanted to.) And so
Hitler’s Germans owed neither “principal” nor “interest” to any “royal” or “central” “jewish”German crown or king. And so Adolf’s gov’t was not a traitorous Gentile puppet-gov’t of a publicly
hidden, corporately concealed, anonymous and irresponsible “central” “jewish” crown. And so
good for him and his German “Reich” and his honest and truly German “Reichsmark.”
And so of course Lord Hitler was hated for that by the kindred, intermarried and
interlocked cabal or syndicate of supernational (or SuperNazi) “central” bankster-“jews,” and for
his honest, goldless, debt-free paper-money. And so they naturally and characteristically plotted
against him, as they did against Lincoln before him, and perhaps also Kennedy after him.
Hitler, this un-educated and elementary man, has restored (thanks to his natural
intuition and even against the technical opinion of Schacht [Hjalmar, German Minister of
Finance/Economics under Hitler, “show-tried” at Nuremberg, 1945-46–Ed.], an economic system
of a very dangerous kind [i.e. to the SuperNazi sinagog of Satan, or the “jewish,” “messianic” or
Satanic “illuminati”–Ed.]. Being illiterate in all economic theories and being guided only by
necessity he removed, as we [Soviets–Ed.] had done it in the USSR, the private and
international capital. That means that he took over for himself the privilege of manufacturing
money, and not only physical moneys [“of metal or paper” (p. 246)–Ed.], but also financial ones
[“credit monies, i.e. false, fabricated ones” (p. 246)–Ed.]; he took over the untouched machinery
of [money creation, fabrication or–Ed.] falsification and put it to work for the benefit of the
State [the people, i.e. Germany and Germans–Ed.].
…There is only one solution—war [to destroy the “economic miracle” of Hitler’s Germany,
and the economic/monetary knowledge or light upon which it was based–Ed.]. [ibid., p. 263]

And so to the supernational or SuperNazi “central” “jewish” banksters, that honest, debtfree Gentile or German money was the most unforgivable crime possible. In the eyes and
judgment of Satan’s highest or most “central” sanhedric demons, it was the most “mortal sin,”
because, you see, it struck a mortal blow at the SuperNazi “beast.” If this German money were to
stand, their imperial “beast” would eventually fall. If this German Light were to spead world-wide,
their SuperNazi Darkness would be exposed, undone, extinguished. (John 11:47-51) And the
world-wide sinagog of Satan simply couldn’t suffer that. (Apo./Rev. 2:9 & 3:9)
And so at that time, in 1933 or soon thereafter, the international, supernational anti-Christ
demons railed in demonic choral unison against this new, “centrally” unborrowed and hence
“debt-free” German “mark”: goldless, unbacked or “irredeemable.” For it was backed instead by
the honesty, integrity and trustworthiness of the “royal” German creator or king of this debt-free
paper-money, and by German workmanship, productivity, and well-known, first-class quality.
“Its not gold-backed, so it can’t be true!” hissed the “central,” “beastly,” SuperNazi “jew”!
But again, judging from the chart, their “paper-gold” moneys were also “unbacked,” and certainly
not as “good as gold.” See how far they all fell short of gold. But like all “good jews” everywhere,
they simply lied about it, as with nearly every other vital and basic truth—such as their true
relation to God, the Gentiles and all creation.
And so of course and naturally their “paper-gold” money wasn’t “golden” or “good as gold.”
And yet these slanderous, SuperNazi, anti-Christ demons railed against the one paper- or tokenmoney which was “good as gold,” and yet which (after 1933) did not claim to be golden at all. See
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again from the chart how, although this German “Reichsmark” was a goldless or “unbacked”
mere token or paper-money, yet it still faithfully followed, mirrored or shadowed gold! (Go figure!)
That’s called “stability,” “honesty,” “integrity.” And it’s clearly not a “central” “jewish” trait.
“…The stone which the builders rejected, the same is become the head of the corner…”—
(Matt. 21:42, Mark 12:10 & Luke 20:17)
But here the anti-Christ destroyers rejected the Gentile foundation stone precisely because
they recognized it/him for what he was. Here they would not allow the Gentile state-building or
temple to be built at all, or to stand for long once it was constructed (i.e. from 1933 to 45). Hell,
isn’t that what destroyers do? (Again, see “Lord’s Adolf’s City on a Hill.”)
And here again the “jewish” “central” bankster accusers were infinitely more guilty than he
whom they accused, condemned and all but murdered. And such false accusation is called
“slander.” And slander it is the mark, character and method of the Devil’s (i.e. “Slanderer’s”) seed,
breed or kindred, as noted by both Moses and Jesus. (Ex. 20:16 & John 8:44) Slander is
spiritual mud-slinging. Monkeys throw their dung at you. Satanic “jews” their sins. It’s who they
are. It’s what they do. And all the while their Father grins.
* * * * *
And these demons and their American “Uncle” immediately declared economic and
diplomatic world-warfare as soon as Honesty and Integrity ascended the German throne. (This
was in Jew York City, Madison Square Garden, in 1933, and broadcast over their radio network,
WABC. Is this not so?) The SuperNazis called for a world boycott of all German products, and
hence of German money, and their traitorous Gentile puppet-govt’s around the world of course
complied with their super-“central” dictate—at least against his honest German money, by
refusing to accept it, demanding gold instead.
But Germany—(supernationally looted by the supernational “jews” since their Versailles
“peace treaty,” or rather dictates)—simply didn’t have any gold. And so Lord Hitler is said to have
been thus internationally forced to internationally borrow sufficient gold or “paper gold” (and from
who else but from those who create, print and lend such evil money: Hitler’s boycotters, the
supernational “jewish” “banksters”?) to pay for imports from those nations who thus refused to
accept his honest but goldless debt-free paper-money, his “Reichsmark”—which again was the
only money which was truly “good as gold” among all those other paper-moneys which merely
pretended to be. (Isn’t that ironic, or something?)
I wouldn’t be surprised if this loan(s) actually occurred. But slanderous Hitler haters and
their misguided “historical” dupes make much of this alleged international loan(s) to suggest or
allege that Hitler was a paid agent, employee or willing tool of the international “jewish”
banksters.
But ask yourself: Would they have paid and sent him to strike a mortal blow at their
“beastly” monopoly-money “mark” by creating an honest, debt-free Gentile money to replace it?
Does that make sense to you? Or would that make “dollars” for the “jew”?
And if Hitler was thus forced by the supernational “central” banksters (via their
international boycott of his honest, debt-free German money) to borrow from them (and
doubtlessly at the most extortionate “interest” rates), did he not pay back these international
loans with all “due” “interest”? (No one alleges that he did not.)
And of course, like all the rest us in whatever we choose to do or not do, the international
lenders had whatever gainful or selfish motives they had in lending Hitler these supposed
“golden” loans, but that doesn’t make or prove him to be their agent or employee. At most, it
merely makes or proves him to be their (political, monetary, economic) subject, like every one else
on the planet, in so far as he was thus forced by them to borrow from them, (again doubtlessly at
extortionate “interest” rates). But that’s all. And so what?
But do you see, dear reader, how little truth and reality has to do with “jewish” history
books, and with their international (or rather supernational) relations with the Gentiles?
* * *
And then 6 years later, in 1939, after world-wide torrents of venomous, slanderous,
poisonous “jewish” anti-German hate propaganda, and via their SuperNazi agents Rosenvelt in
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Amerika and Churchill in England, and hence via anti-Christ or “jewish-Amerika, -England, France and -Poland, the SuperNazi’s succeeded in escalating their spiritual violence against
Germany into physical violence; their economic, spiritual (hateful, slanderous, mass-mediated,
propagandistic) and diplomatic war into a shooting, invading, bomb-dropping, mass-murdering
war of SuperNazi “jewish” aggression and imperial conquest clearly intended to extinguish the
only Light (which by nature or character clearly outshines and illuminates the Darkness) and
Hope of the world, and to destroy the only honest coin in Europe. And that’s exactly what they
did—with more than a little help from their Satanic “allies,” or rather subjects).
Note how the truly golden “Reichsmark” line ends by 1945, and the “Deutsche Mark” begins
after 1950. (Jewish-Amerikan “occupation marks” filled the interim.)
And I’ll bet the latter “Deutsche [“German”] Mark” was a “jewish” “central” bankster, debttoken, monopoly-paper-money—“centrally” loaned to the German puppet-gov’t and the German
public until this brand-new, debt-paper, monopoly-money “euro” began some 50 years later.
And surely the “euro” is the very same kind or species of poisonous and predatory
monetary fruit coming from the very same poisonous and predatory monetary tree: the evil, nasty,
SuperNazi dynasty of interlocked and intermarried, “royal” and conquistadorial, “jewish” “central”
bankster families.
And so the short, 12 year interlude of honest Gentile European money and actual Gentile
European government or sovereignty was decidedly, violently, mass-murderously ended by the
SuperNazi “sinagog of Satan” and Its/their anti-Christ “allies.” (Apo./Rev. 2:9 & 3:9)
* * *
And so after this, their second “glorious” victory over (what was left of) the free Gentile
world, the “messianic” Satanists or anti-Christ imperialists then imposed their “beastly,” “papergolden,” “jewish”-Amerikan “dollar” upon all the Gentile nations they had thus conquered, along
with all those they’d already possessed: Amerika, England, France, etc.
(See “The Beast from Bretton Woods,” lurking down below, within An Apocalyptic Beast or
Two, in case you didn’t know.)
And don’t these SuperNazi Anti-Christs next intend to propose or impose a world-wide
token?—and of what other kind of species of token but their very “beastly” own of course: a
world-monopoly-debt-token? And what would such a “mark” as that portend and entail if not the
entire Gentile world to be slowly (monetarily/economically/politically) squeezed to death,
devoured and slowly digested within this Satanic snake, this imperious dragon and/or Its
SuperNazi “beast”? (Apo./Rev. 13:4 & :11-18)
So let’s not ever go there, folks! What do you say?
* * * * *
An honest money—(and therefore a Gentile money, even if a merely paper or cheap metalmoney)—keeps its value over time. (And therein lies its honesty, integrity, stability,
trustworthiness.)
But a dishonest or theft-money does not keep its value over time—regardless of what it
claims or pretends to be—even (and especially) if “good as gold” or “paper-gold.” And even (and
especially) if its counterfeiters, printers, creators and lenders or usurers claim to be the divine
seed and breed, the princely sons and daughters, the “chosen people,” race or nation of God
Himself, and/or those to whom He gave, left or bequeathed His world, His kingdom, His throne,
His authority. But the truth is rather that they and their father Satan usurped God’s earthly
kingdom…even to this day. Is this not so? (Matt. 4:5-9 & 21:33-46) Even to this day, the “jews”
(through Moses and their mythical fathers, “Abraham, Isaac and Jacob”) claim God’s earth and
throne for themselves. (Matt. 23:2)
And as surely as all fruit is like its tree, so this “paper-gold” money of Satan’s “chosen
people” is surely as false and fraudulent as their claims to divinity. (John 8:41) The very demons
who hate God most—(murderously, Satanically, even deicidally)—are the very ones who
exclusively claim for themselves His divine love, blessings, preference, favoritism, chosenness,
authority, legacy and world-kingdom. (Matt. 21:33-46) Go figure. Like Satan, like son. (John 8:44)
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As we saw in the monetary time chart above, every false money declines over time—even if
it all the while sanctimoniously claims to be golden, and imposes itself as a “legal” monopolymoney under that unctuous pretension. Such theft-money is like shifting sand which no Gentile
can trust nor build upon. For its value or “purchasing power” falls over time or shrinks in your
hand. And you don’t want to be left holding a shrinking bag of shrinking theft-money. And your
monetary loss would be your banksters’ gain.
These banksters are money-thieves or money-changers. They pretend to change their paper
into gold. And they want to exchange their false and worthless paper-promises for your true
values. Your labor and produce they thus steal via their false paper, precisely like any and every
other counterfeiter. And if it’s a monopoly-money (a “crime” to refuse or not to use) then they
don’t steal but rob your values. And that’s not very nice, loving or “public spirited” of them, is it?
But, if you notice, the banksters don’t and won’t tell you this nor that. In fact they tell us
(via their “central” lackeys) little more than lies. They don’t and won’t (monetarily, economically or
politically) warn us—as little as stalking wolves ever warn sheep that they’re stalking them, or as
little as bank robbers or burglars ever inform the police of the bank they’re robbing or burglaring.
Therefore someone other than these “central” and “commercial” banksters must warn you, dear
reader, if you are ever to know, recognize, beware and avoid them and their debt-paper monopolymoney trap. But who? That is the monetary question?
And most of all, they won’t tell us who they are. (Is their identity not the greatest, highest
and most closely guarded state secret? Heck, does the “state” even know?) And yet “inquiring
minds want to know.”
* * *
But while we’re patiently awaiting for this new “European” corporate crown, king or dynasty
to answer our inquiries, to “sign in stranger(s),” to come into the light and be recognized, and
thus identify themselves to Europa and all the Gentile world, let us proceed with our
investigations. For we must wait forever for Darkness to come to Light. (It’s not Its nature,
character, disposition. It’s against its crooked grain.)
Imagine not even knowing who your king or queen is! Imagine not even knowing you have
one! Imagine believing the traitorous prostitutes and “central” lackeys of parliament were your
sovereign kings (or queens)!
But your king is whosoever wears your crown, sits upon your throne and/or coins your
money! One’s “royal” sovereign may merely do the latter, and yet thereby also wear your crown
and sit upon your national throne—however invisibly, anonymously, irresponsibly and/or
“centrally.” For the creation of money, and especially token-money, and especially monopolytoken-money, is the highest power, “authority” or magic possible to (“royal”) man or “beast.”
But the old (and yet still reigning?) “European” “central” banksters never “signed in.” Why
then should the new? And are they not (like their evil debt-token, monopoly-money) one and the
very predatory same, but now under a different mask and name? Does the same rotten,
poisonous, monetary fruit not point to the same rotten, poisonous family tree? Methinks so, my
dear Europa. And surely it is not your most ancient and noble family tree.
We’ve all heard of “ladies-in-waiting”; but “kings-in-hiding”? What’s all this then? What
does this portend? Is it Godness, Beauty, Virtue or Benevolence which hides in darkness, fears
the light, trembles in our unobstructed sight? Or is Godness and Beauty unafraid of the light,
and hence to stand within our sight? (For what has Godness or Beauty to fear but our stunned
and dazzled admiration?) Not so with Darkness, Evil or Predation. They fear justice, pay-back,
castigation. Does Hideousness not insist upon hiding deep within Its Darkness or prowling far
behind Its mask(s)—corporate or otherwise? (John 3:19-21)
Yes, methinks the new (masked, anonymous, irresponsible or “unliable”) corporate owners
of “your” brand-new, “central” monopoly, debt-token “euro” (and hence of your European crown
or throne) are in fact the old corporate owners and the old “central” banksters reincorporated or
“consolidated” together into and under a brand-new corporate body, identity, mask and name.
And beware, my dear Europa! Darkness or Evil may wear more than one mask. “Your”
brand-new, continental, “central European bank,” “your” most supreme, sovereign or “royal”
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corporation may itself be owned by other (even identical) corporations—such as the various old
“central banking” corporations of the various individual European nations—whose agents no
doubt suggested, initiated and promoted this creation of “your” brand-new “European” coin and
hence this brand-new continental crown, throne, sovereignty and regency—who and which is
something quite other than you, my dear Europa, and something vehemently opposed, hostile,
hateful, harmful, malevolent and predatory toward you and yours. For it is an extremely dark,
concealed and Satanic evil: anti-Gentile, anti-God, anti-Christian and “jewish.”
So why don’t you Gentile Europeans simply peel off the many layers of “your” reigning,
sovereign corporate onion, or remove corporate mask from corporate mask until you get down to
the bare faces of your hitherto anonymous and irresponsible regents? Because your regents (and
their “European” parliament) simply won’t permit you to? Then why not simply permit
yourselves?
Again, the most likely suspects as the perpetrators and owners of this brand-new “euro”
and (European) “central banking” corporation are the similarly anonymous (“not-named”) owners
and perpetrators of the various old (dissolved and disbanded, or reconstituted, reincorporated,
consolidated?) “central” banksters of Europe—(and all similar “central” money-crowns, thrones,
kings and dynasties elsewhere—as in imperial (and imperious) “jewish”-Amerika). And so I would
first look there.
But they too have always been corporately (and puppet-governmentally) concealed from
public sight and knowledge. They too were (and remain?) the greatest, highest and most guarded
national state secrets. And so to find their hidden identity, I would first look into the (known)
ownership of the largest “commercial banks” of each European nation or state.
For all “commercial banks,” (like all national puppet-gov’ts), get (borrow) all their money
from the “central banks” (or crowns) reigning over each state. And so all “commercial” bank(sters),
(like all national puppet-gov’ts), are all under (and in secret league with) their national “central”
banksters: the creators and lenders of all (debt-token, monopoly-) money “legally” allowed within
each nation or state, and therefore the (corporately masked, anonymous and irresponsible)
crowns, kings or dynasties lording over each and every such nation or state.
“Central” and “commercial” banksters are political/monetary/economic partners in crime.
For they both create “money” out of absolutely nothing, and lend it for something—great profit in
fact. “Commercial” banksters create and lend nonexistent and fictional “credit” money
“fractionally based” upon “central” banksters’ debt-paper, monopoly-money. Hence the
commercial” banksters are the junior partners of the central banksters—IF NOT ONE AND THE
VERY SAME SOCIOPATH, PREDATOR AND (most “wanted”) PUBLIC ENEMY. And so your
greatest “commercial” banksters are your primary suspects as your “central” banksters. (See “The
‘Royal’ or ‘Central’ god of Corporations is the Mother of All other (Corporate) Abominations”
below.)
So find, unmask, expose and retribute them, my dear Europa, and retake your rightful
continental place and crown from them. I’ll help you, if you’ll wish me to. For I’ve always been,
and yet remain, your humble servant and herald plain. (Call me, we’ll do lunch.)
* * * * *
And let me ask you something, my dear Europa: Is “your” brand-new “euro” coin or money
“specie” or “fiat”? Is it a real-money or merely a token-money?
However “golden” this “euro” pretends or claims to be, it is surely an “irredeemable” papermoney, a totally goldless or siverless money, and therefore (by definition) a token-money. And
even if it were redeemable, (which it is not), a 15 to 30% “fractionally” gold-“backed” paper-money
would therefore be a 70 to 85% purely-paper or token-money. For paper is at least as worthless
as cheap metal tokens.
And is “your” (or rather their) brand-new “euro” a debt-free token money or a debt-tokenmoney? And if the latter, (and I’m sure “your” central banksters would not give nor spend their
alleged paper-“gold” away), then it is surely “centrally” printed and lent (to “your” “European”
parliament and “commercial” banks) by a private, “for profit” corporation—(anonymous and
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therefore “unliable”)—precisely like the former “jewish” “central” banks of Europe—whoever they
precisely were.
In fact it (or rather they) likewise calls itself a “central bank,” does it not? And so is this a
different “central” snake, or has the old “central” snake(s) simply shed its corporate skin? And if
so, then where is our mighty Apollo to slay this omnipotent “central European” python, dragon or
beast? Please don’t tell me he’s dead, or never existed, or all hope is lost for you and I, my dear
Europa.
* * * * *
But who are the (majority) stockholders of “your” brand-new “European” “central banking”
corporation?
I’ll bet your continental crown and throne, my dear Europa, that these former “central”
“jewish” banksters of England, France, Germany, etc. have presently reincorporated or
“consolidated” themselves into one super-national, super-state, “central” or “royal” imperial
“Beast.” But who then, my dear Europa, shall rescue and restore Beauty to her rightful place?
The “holy father” “pope” of Roma, “defender of the faithful”? ’Twould be a vain hope and false
faith, my dear Europa.)
Are your brand-new “royal” or “central” masters any other than the old (but still specifically
unidentified) bankster kings of Europe, i.e. “RedShield” and kindred? Surely they’re not Germans,
Frenchmen, Englishmen nor Kelts! Surely they’re not Christians, Mohammedans nor Buddhists!
Surely they are anti-Christ “jews”: “messianists” or Satanists, “communists,” imperialists or
SuperNazis!
And was it not the major stockholders of these formerly reigning “central banks” or
corporate crowns of Europe who proposed this Devil’s pact to you, my dear Europa, (or rather to
“your” European parliament)—this Satanic arrangement—this new, continental, supernational or
imperial “central bank” installation (and hence “central” bankster coronation) over you and
yours? Are they not the very same stockholders who now comprise, own, direct or control this
brand-new, “European,” super-“central” corporation?—those who presently create, print and/or
“issue” “your” brand-new token money, “your” “euro”? But “issue” to lend or to spend? That is the
question, and surely the former is the answer.
In other words, who (through their agents or suitors) proposed to be your newly crowned
corporate king(s) of Europe? (Imagine having a king or husband who never, ever showed his face?)
And whose “central” proposal or hand did you accept, if any, my dear Europa?
In other words, are you an imperial whore or a noble victim of “beastly” rape?
I pray the latter, my dear Europa. For if the former I must leave you to your chosen
“beastly” fate, unless of course you’ve changed your mind and now desire a divorce.
Bur since you, my dear Europa, (hopefully) had nothing to do with this dark proposal and
self-damning bargain, therefore the “central” continental guilt and shame lies firmly, exclusively
and extricably within “your” treasonous, anti-European, anti-Christian parliament.
Then shall we not, my dear Europa, persuade or convince all these “central” and
parliamentary pie-rats to “walk the plank” into that ex-Phoenician sea in the middle of the land,
or the terrain—what’s its Roman name again?
* * * * *
My dear Europa, this new “euro” of your corporately masked, anti-Christian, SuperNazi
enemies, conquerors, occupiers and plunderers is more than unworthy of your name. It is worse
than a cheap counterfeit of the real McCoy—(what’s her name again)? It is an evil, “beastly,”
predatory money! Yet you are benevolent, honest, brave and true. How then is this evil money
named after you? What impudent slander! This “euro” is no more European than Roman
Catholics are genuine Christians. There’s nothing European about the “euro.” In fact the “euro” is
anti—European. It is an evil, “jewish,” debt-token monopoly-monopoly brashly pretending to be
golden or “good as gold.”
My dear Europa, you presently languish within the prison of your ancient, invasive,
imperious, racial and religious enemies…and God’s—and within your very own continental
kingdom, no less! This will not do. This must not stand.
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And aren’t these “beastly” SuperNazi anti-Christs the “centrally” installed and currently
reigning crown heads of Europe simply by virtue (or rather vice) of their “irredeemable,” debttoken, monopoly-money “euro”?
Then why not manufacture your very own brand or stamp of money, my dear Europa, as so
reign in their stead, as they now reign in yours?
The royal master makes or creates the money, and the “royal” servant takes or accepts the
money. So which are you, my dear Europa: master or servant in your own house?
* * * * *
My dear Europa, my unasked-for advice to you on this new “euro” coin of theirs (“your” old
(and yet new) “central” “jewish” bankster-masters) is simply this: Throw it into that sea in the
middle of the land. For this misnamed coin is surely another evil “jewish” snare, exactly like the
old ones of England, Germany, France, etc. It is malevolently intended to hopelessly indebt,
entrap and enslave you and yours forever. And I never wanted that—on the contrary.
Therefore, my dear Europa, if you lack sufficient gold or silver to coin and use within your
continental kingdom, then I propose a new token-coin for you—whether of copper, nickel,
(stainless) steel or what-have-you? It should be an ample, stable, debt-free and non-monopoly
token money sufficient for all exchanges within your continental kingdom at “full [24/7/365]
production.” It should be spent and/or freely distributed by you, my queen, into circulation in the
ratio of x ample tokens per European resident or user, (100, 200 or 300 e.g.). And you should
exclusively require or demand this coin of yours for all your just and modest taxes. But otherwise
let your subjects use sea-shells or buttons for money if they prefer. But they will prefer your coin,
as soon and as long as they see it is just as just, good, honest, trustworthy, pure and true as are
you, my dear Europa. For as all fruit is and must be of its tree, how then could your money not
be like thee?
And these royal money tokens of yours should never leave your continental kingdom. For
how can they be used, employed, spent and amply circulated within your kingdom if they’re not
even within your kingdom to be thus employed?
And these honest European tokens of yours should be used until or if such time as your
kingdom, “fortress Europa,” (via her “favorable” or positive annual world-trade balances surfeits),
shall has acquired enough gold or silver “bullion” to coin sufficient “specie,” and hence to replace
(indeed to truly “redeem,” coin for coin) your hitherto token money with real.
Methinks at that time your subjects could easily be coaxed into trading their tokens in to
your truly royal crown (treasury, mint) in exchange for your (and hence their) brand-new, gold or
silver coins.
* * * * *
And once again I ask you, dear Europa: What in mass-murderous, Marxist “jewish” hell
ever happened to all your very best men and women: your true royals, your loyal kings and
queens, your genuine “aristocrats”? (The word “aristocrat,” dear reader, is from the Greek word
for “best,” “aristos.”) Did their heads not fall into bloody “jewish” baskets? Did those anti-Christ
demons not practice what their Satanic (Talmudic) bible ever preaches: to “kill the best of the
Gentiles”?
Or have your “best men” become anti-Christ converts and tools jangling their 30-pieces of
silver or “irredeemable” “euros” within their Godless, traitorous, despicable pockets? Are your
very best men or “aristos” presently sucking off their “European” “central” banksters? (But this is
impossible! Surely your very best men by definition would be the very last to ever do such a
despicable thing!) And so therefore it is not the best but merely the mediocre or rather the lowest
of the low who are presently suckling on the “royal” teats of their “central,” continental “jew”mother-sow.
(Now there’s one great big “jewish” pig, and one traitorous herd of parliamentary swine! If
we could only get them to jump into that sea in the middle of the land, or else to drive them
therein. Wouldn’t that be grand? (Matt. 8:27-32)
* * * * *
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My dear Europa, you have been beaten down into dark discouragement and despair by
those “central” “jewish” pie-rats who lately ruled, ravaged and plundered you nationally, but who
now do so supernationally, continentally, imperially). I would not have it so. You and your Aryan
people have lost all hope in the present and the future. You’re not even reproducing yourselves
and haven’t been for some time. And you’ve been invaded and inundated by and with strangers,
foreigners, non-Europeans, non-Aryans. (Look at England. Look at France. Look at Europe’s
underpants.) How long can this continue before I shall have to change your name forever, my
dear Europa, into something far less European or Aryan?
(“Europe for the Europeans!” That’s what I say! Let’s say it together forever and a day!)
So why not recall your real McCoy to return at last to his girl and boy? Why let your crown
in the gutter corrode whereby “red”-riding Paris and his “black”-brother-self rode? Look you
Europa; there’s no time left to remain so blind when this way comes Hades with his subjects
close behind.
* * * * *
So what have you got to lose? Let’s get together. Let’s party (monetarily and politically).
Grant me diplomatic status (“foreign minister” or whatever) and I hop, fly or swim on over to see
you. What do you say? We could be good for each other. You need rescuing and I don’t see
anyone equal to the task—(least of all myself). Do you?
And maybe, my dear Europa, we could make beautiful music together, or even learn to
love, honor and respect one other.
(Methinks me dost protest too much, “My dear Europa.” But soft, me hardy!)
But whatever you decide to do, please don’t tell your parents or the anti-“European”
parliament. And most of all, should she ask, please don’t tell that nosey, jealous, vindictive,
wicked witch of a wife of mine, what’s her name again?! (Heracles! She drives me to my knees!)
My dear Europa, my pagan queen, my Godless nymph, barely seventeen: “Climb on my
back and we’ll go for a ride in the sky.” (Or wherever you wanna go, sweet stuff.) I ain’t no cretin
but I think Crete is kinda sweet.)
What do you say? Drop me a line. Or send me a sign. We remain in peril unaligned. And it’s
a nice day for a white-wedding.
* * * * *

